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A word from the editor

A WORD FROM THE EDITOR

This issue ushers in a few

changes to the Society and the

Genetics Society News. We bid

a fond farewell to our departing

President, Brian Charlesworth,

and welcome our new

President, Veronica van

Heyningen. We’ll all be sad to

see Brian go, he has helped

guide the Society through some

important changes behind the

scenes with good-natured

pragmatism. I will certainly

miss his tongue-in-cheek anti-

Glaswegian banter during

committee meetings and I’m

sure I speak for all the

committee in wishing him well.

Veronica has had a year as

President-elect and is now

raring to go; as her

introductory piece in this issue

demonstrates, Veronica has a

passion for genetics that is

apparent from her

distinguished career and we all

look forward to her

stewardship. There is also the

usual round of changes on the

Committee so welcome to all

the new members; it is through

the voluntary work of all the

committee that the Society is

able to maintain the range of

activities and awards it

currently supports. If you

think you could contribute to

the Society, we have some

vacancies coming up next year

– don’t be shy! If you’re unsure

about serving on the committee

but want to help the Society, we

have a number of vacancies for

local representatives – see the

Hon Sec section for details.

We also bid farewell to Richard

Nichols as managing editor of

the Society Journal Heredity.

Richard has done a fantastic job

in raising the profile of the

Journal: improving the Impact

Factor, introducing the very

popular Podcasts and

considerably reducing the time

from submission to publication.

We are very happy to welcome

Roger Butlin as the new

managing editor and look

forward to continued success

for Heredity and the support it

provides for the activities of the

Genetics Society. It is a great

pleasure to announce that from

now on all Genetics Society

publications and meeting

programmes will now appear

on Forest Stewardship Council

certified paper stock. Using an

uncoated paper stock approved

by the FSC means that we

substantially reduce the

environmental impact of

producing the Genetics Society

News. We are grateful to Dave

Moxey of Round&Red Creative

for organising the switch.

The Society currently has three grant schemes

however we often receive enquiries about making

financial contributions towards funding

attendance at training courses that are not really

covered by the remit of any of these grants.

Realising that modern genetics is a technology-

driven science and that researchers of all ages

and experience often need training in new

techniques, the Committee have initiated a new

scheme. Genetics Society Training Grants will

help fund travel, accommodation or fees

associated with short training courses. Full

details of the scheme will be announced on the

web site in August of this year.

We have the usual round of meeting reports,

including one describing the excellent Common

Disease Genetics Spring meeting held at the

Royal Society in May this year. We also have

reports on several Genetics Society sponsored

meetings held by various sectional interest

groups. As our Junior Scientist Travel Grant

reports demonstrate, scientific meetings are

excellent opportunities for expanding horizons

and we have an excellent programme of Genetics

Society meetings lined up for 2009 and 2010. The

meetings are inexpensive to attend and generally

have world-leading speakers: I certainly get a

huge amount out of them, particularly when

hearing about areas outwith my field, so I urge

you all to attend.

A recent committee meeting discussed the issue

of data submission policies for our journal

Heredity and it became clear that there were a

range of views: consequently I have prepared this

issues A Taxi Driver Writes column with a view

to canvassing the opinions of the membership.

Have a look and if you’ve got something to say -

lets be hearing from you!

Cheers

Steve Russell

University of Cambridge
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A Genetics Society Symposium in association with ISDB 2009

Darwin and Development
6th - 10th September 2009, Edinburgh International Conference Centre, Scotland.

The British Society for Developmental
Biology will be hosting the
International Development meeting 
in Edinburgh, September 6-10,
2009. As 2009 is the 150th
anniversary of the publication of
the Origin of Species, the Genetics
Society will mark the occasion with a
one-day symposium (two sessions) as 
part of this meeting.

Scientific Organisers
Peter Holland Oxford University
Phil Donoghue Oxford University

Plenary Lecture
Sean Carroll

Session 1 – Variation and Selection
Variation Under Domestication
Elaine Ostrander, USA 
(dog genetics, evolution and development)
John Doebley, USA 
(domestication of maize from teosinte)

Variation Under Nature
Arhat Abzhanov, USA 
(craniofacial development in Darwin’s 
Finches)
Chris Kuhlemeier, Switzerland 
(Petunia and pollinator-driven speciation)

Session 2 – Homology and Ancestry
Mutual Affinities Of Organic Beings
Michael Akam, UK

On The Imperfection Of The Geological 
Record
Phil Donoghue, UK

Genes Controlling Dentition and Its 
Evolution
Jukka Jernvall, Finland 

Genomics And Developmental Genetics 
Of Acoel Flatworms: Clues To The Early 
Evolution Of Metazoa
Pedro Martinez, Spain 

for registration, visit
www.genetics.org.uk
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The Genetics Society / Royal Society Discussion Meeting

Genetics And The Causes Of Evolution:
150 Years Of Progress Since Darwin 
Thursday 12th and Friday 13th November 2009
The Royal Society, Carlton House Terrace, London SW1Y 5AG

The Royal Society and the Genetics Society
of the UK are organizing a two-day 
Discussion Meeting to celebrate the 200th
anniversary of the birth of Charles Darwin,
and the 150th anniversary of the publication
of the Origin of Species. In Darwin’s day, a 
lack of understanding of inheritance meant
that the theory of evolution was incomplete.
This crucial gap has been filled by over a
century of research in genetics. The meeting 
features leading researchers in evolutionary 
biology and will illustrate how genetics has
contributed to our understanding of the
mechanisms of evolutionary change across 
a wide range of biological systems, from 
viruses to humans.

Speakers
Spencer Barrett University of Toronto, Canada

Nick Barton University of Edinburgh

Dan Bradley Trinity College Dublin

Anthony Brown CSIRO, Canberra

Tracey Chapman University of East Anglia

Jerry Coyne University of Chicago

Laurent Duret University of Lyon 

Steven Frank University of California, Irvine

Rosemary Grant Princeton University
Hopi Hoekstra Harvard University 
Ben Kerr University of Washington 

Anna Di Rienzo University of Chicago 
Dolph Schluter University of British Columbia

Paul Sharp University of Edinburgh

Sessions include:
Natural Selection in Wild Populations
Natural Selection in Human Populations
Speciation
Experimental evolution
Evolution of Parasites and Hosts
Evolution of Domesticated Animals and
Plants
Evolution of Animal and Plant Mating
Systems
Evolution of the Genome

Scientific Organisers
Mike Bonsall University of Oxford

Brian Charlesworth University of Edinburgh

for registration, visit
www.genetics.org.uk



2010 Spring Meeting

Mouse Genetics Think Globally, Act Locally 

Friday 23rd April 2010. Wellcome Sanger Institute, Hinxton, Cambridge.

The meeting will highlight
complementary approaches at the 
forefront of mouse genetic research, 
from work focussed on specific genes 
or systems to large-scale genomics
and mutagenesis programmes. It will 
include Lectures by Steve Brown (2009 
Genetics Society Medal) and Andrew 

Jackson (2010 Balfour Lecture).

Scientific Organisers
Ian Jackson
MRC Human Genetics Unit, Edinburgh
Anne Ferguson-Smith
University of Cambridge
Andrew Ward 
University of Bath

Speakers
Dave Adams
Wellcome Sanger Institute, Cambridge
Kathryn Cheah
University of Hong Kong
Gary Churchill   
The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, USA
Elizabeth Fisher
Institute of Neurology, UCL
Jane Hurst
University of Liverpool
Bill Skarnes  
Wellcome Sanger Institute, Cambridge
Emma Whitelaw
Queensland Institute of Medical Research, 
Australia

Featuring
Steve Brown 
MRC Mammalian Genetics Unit, Harwell
2009 Genetics Society Medal

Andrew Jackson  
MRC Human Genetics Unit, Edinburgh
2010 Balfour Lecture

for registration, visit
www.genetics.org.uk
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2010 Autumn Meeting

Lessons from Cancer for 

Biology and Genetics

Friday 12th November 2010. The Royal Society, Carlton House Terrace, London.

for registration, visit
www.genetics.org.uk

Scientific organisers
Veronica van Heyningen 
MRC Human Genetics Unit, Edinburgh
Terry Rabbitts 
Leeds Institute of Molecular Medicine
Andrew Ward 
University of Bath

The meeting will include the 2010 Mendel Lecture to be 
delivered by Susan Lindquist, MIT Whitehead Institute
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The Mammalian Genetics and Development

Workshop is a small annual meeting that

aims to cover any aspects of the genetics and

development of mammals. Meetings are based

on the submitted abstracts, and usually include

diverse topics ranging from early mammalian

development (not exclusively human or mouse),

imprinting and positional cloning of disease

genes to human population genetics and

association studies. In recent years,

presentations on other model systems (such as

chick and zebrafish) have also been included

where these relate to general developmental

questions or disease models. The meeting is

traditionally a venue for post-docs and PhD

students to talk rather than laboratory heads and

so is an excellent training ground and friendly,

informal forum for discussing new results. In

keeping with this objective, we offer up to four

prizes to individual post-graduate/post-doctoral

presenters who, in the opinion of a panel of

judges, have given an outstanding presentation.

Further information will be posted on the

Genetics Society website (www.genetics.org.uk)

or you can join the MGDW electronic mailing list

be sending an email to

MGD.Workshop@ich.ucl.ac.uk

The Mammalian
Genetics and
Development
Workshop

An annual meeting of the Genetics Society

Thursday 19th – Friday 20th November 2009
Institute of Child Health, UCL, 30 Guilford
Street, London

To help celebrate 100 years of genetics at John Innes, join us

for a very special symposium. Paul Nurse will open with the

Bateson Lecture, sponsored by the Genetics Society, and Sydney

Brenner will close with "Genetics 100 Years On". Sandwiched in

between will be reflections on areas of human interest that have

been transformed by a genetic approach, examining where they

are now, and where they might be in the next 100 years. Come

and listen to David Stern, Stewart Cole, Michael Ashburner,

Jonathan Hodgkin, John Doebley, Walter Bodmer, Linda

Partridge, Michael Stratton, Chris Tyler-Smith, Leena Peltonen-

Palotie, Rico Coen, Eric Wieschaus, Rich Losick, Mark Patshne,

Daniel St Johnson, David Baulcombe and Caroline Dean.

Members of the Genetics Society receive a 10% discount on

registration fees only.

If you are interested in the history of genetics there is a one-day

meeting preceding the symposium. If you have ever worked at JI

there is an Alumni Day following the symposium where you can

meet up with old friends.

Organising Committee: Professor Keith Roberts (Chair, JIC

Emeritus Professor), Professor Chris Lamb (Director JIC),

Professor Sir David Hopwood (JIC Emeritus Professor), Professor

Enrico Coen, (JIC), Dr Sarah Wilmot (JIC), Professor Sir Paul

Nurse (Rockefeller, NY, USA), Sir Walter Bodmer (Oxford, UK).

Full details are available at www.jic.ac.uk/centenary/

Genetics
100 Years On
9th - 11th September 2009. John Innes Centre, Norwich, UK
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9 EXTERNAL MEETINGS DIARY

We will happily include any announcements for genetics-based meetings in this

section. Please send any items to the editor. s.russell@gen.cam.ac.uk.

Gordon Research Conference: Epigenetics

9th – 14th August 2009

Holderness, NH, USA

www.grc.org/programs.aspx?year=2009&program=epig

en

European Society for Evolutionary

Biology (ESEB) 2009

24th – 29th August 2009

Turin, Italy

www.eseb2009.it/uk/

International Congress of Biochemistry

& Molecular Biology

2nd - 7th August 2009

Shanghai, China

www.iubmb-faobmb2009.cn/iubmb/page/index.jsp

Machines on genes: enzymes that make, break,

and move DNA and RNA

12th - 14th August 2009

Cambridge, UK

www.biochemistry.org/meetings/programme.cfm?Me

eting_No=SA097

British Mycological Society Annual Scientific Meeting

1st - 4th September 2009

Dundee, UK

www.britmycolsoc.org.uk/events/showevent.asp?Eve

ntID=133

The Genomics of Common Diseases 2009

23rd - 26th September 2009

Hinxton, Cambridge, UK

www.nature.com/natureconferences/gcd2009/index.ht

ml

FASEB Genetic Recombination and Genome

Rearrangements

2nd - 7th August 2009

Snowmass Village, Colorado, USA

src.faseb.org

The EMBO Meeting 2009: Advancing

the Life Sciences

29th August - 1st September 2009

Amsterdam, Netherlands

www.the-EMBO-meeting.org

British Human Genetics Conference

31st August - 2nd September 2009

University of Warwick, UK

www.bshg.org.uk

Eukaryotic DNA Replication and Genome

Maintenance

1st - 5th September 2009

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory New York, USA

meetings.cshl.edu/meetings/dnarep09.shtml

Evolution 2009

2nd - 4th September 2009

University of Nebraska Kearney, USA

www.evolution2009.org

Mouse Genetics & Genomics, Development

& Disease

2nd - 6th September 2009

Hinxton, Cambridge, UK

registration.hinxton.wellcome.ac.uk/display_in

fo.asp?id=131

From Imprinting to the Epigenome in 25 years

4th – 6th September 2009

Cambridge, UK

www.cellcentric.com/venue.php

Evolution of Brain, Behaviour & Intelligence

9th - 13th September 2009

Hinxton, Cambridge, UK

registration.hinxton.wellcome.ac.uk/display_in

fo.asp?id=130
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Personal Genomes

14th - 17th September 2009

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory New York, USA

meetings.cshl.edu/meetings/person09.shtml

Annual Conference of the German Genetics Society

16th - 19th September 2009

Cologne, Germany

www.genetics2009.de

Human Evolution - 150 Years After Darwin

16th - 20th September 2009

The Gibraltar Museum, Gibraltar

www.gib.gi/museum/Calpe%202009%20Home.html

EMBO Conference Series: Meiosis

19th - 23rd September 2009

Isle sur la Sorgue, France

cwp.embo.org/cfs09-01/

Genomics of Common Diseases

23rd - 27th September 2009

Hinxton, Cambridge, UK

registration.hinxton.wellcome.ac.uk/display_info.asp?

id=120

William Bateson: His Exceptions & Origin of Species

Revisited

1st October 2009

The Royal Society, London

www.galtoninstitute.org.uk

EMBO Conference: Host Genetic Control of

Infectious Diseases

7th - 10th October 2009

Paris, France

www.pasteur.fr/ip/easysite/go/03b-00002u-0a0

Workshop on Cereal Genomics

13th - 19th October 2009

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory New York, USA

meetings.cshl.edu/courses/c-cereals09.shtml

The First 4 Million Years of Human Evolution

19th - 20th October 2009

The Royal Society, London, UK

royalsociety.org/event.asp?id=7437

American Society of Human Genetics 59th

Annual Meeting

20th - 24th October 2009

Honolulu, Hawaii

www.ashg.org/2009meeting

Genome Informatics

27th - 30th October 2009

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory New York, USA

meetings.cshl.edu/meetings/info09.shtml

11th International EMBL PhD Student

Symposium

29th - 31st October 2009

Heidelberg, Germany

phdsymposium.embl.org

Computational and Comparative Genomics

4th - 10th November 2009

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory New York, USA

www.cshl.edu/meetings

Rat Genomics and Models

2nd - 5th December 2009

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory New York, USA

meetings.cshl.edu/meetings/rodent09.shtml

11th International Symposium on the Genetics

of Industrial Microorganisms

28th June - 1st July 2010

Melbourne, Australia

www.gim2010.org
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11 SECTIONAL INTEREST GROUPS

The Genetics Society helps support several sectional interest groups by providing meeting

sponsorship. We currently have 8 groups who organise sectional interest meetings with the

organizers and dates of any forthcoming meetings are listed below. If you are interested in any of

these areas, please contact the relevant organiser. Groups who wish to be considered for sectional

interest group status should contact the Treasurer, Josephine Pemberton, in the first instance.

The Zebrafish Forum

Organiser: Rachel Ashworth (r.ashworth@ucl.ac.uk),

Caroline Brennan (C.H.Brennan@qmul.ac.uk),

Corinne Houart (corinne.houart@kcl.ac.uk).

There are meetings at 5:30pm-8.00pm on the first

Thursday of every other month. Room G12, New

Hunt's House, King's College - London SE1 1UL

Arabidopsis

Organiser: Ruth Bastow (ruth@arabidopsis.info)

http://garnet.arabidopsis.info/

Archaea group

Organiser: Thorsten Allers

(thorsten.allers@nottingham.ac.uk)

British Yeast Group

Organiser: Alistair Goldman

(a.goldman@sheffield.ac.uk)

C. elegans

Organiser: Stephen Nurrish (s.nurrish@ucl.ac.uk)

Drosophila

Organiser: David Ish-Horowicz

(david.horowicz@cancer.org.uk)

Monthly meetings are organised by:

Joe Bateman (joseph_matthew.bateman@kcl.ac.uk)

Ecological Genetics Group

Organiser: Barbara Jones (b.jones@ccw.gov.uk)

Genetics Society Pombe Club

Organiser: Jacky Hayles (j.hayles@cancer.org.uk)

Mammalian Genetics & Development

Organisers: Elizabeth M. Fisher and Nick Greene

Contact: mgd.workshop@ich.ucl.ac.uk

POP group

Organiser: Mike Bruford

(BrufordMW@cardiff.ac.uk)

The Society has increased the
levels of support available for
both the Heredity Fieldwork &
Training Grants and the Genes
& Development Summer
Studentships.

Full details on these awards are
available on pages 53 and 54.

Society
Grants
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The London Fly Meetings (LFMs) are a

monthly gathering of Drosophila groups

from London and the southeast, which are

generously sponsored by the Genetics

Society. The meetings are held at the

Cancer Research UK London Research

Institute. Attendance at the LFM is steadily

increasing with around 25 labs participating

and an average of 50-60 attendees. The

meetings consist of a convivial mixer

followed by two research talks on often

diverse subjects. The topics covered by talks

at recent meetings include: the role of

signalling molecules in dendritic targeting

(David Brierley, Williams lab KCL),

characterisation of the role of

homodimerisation of the PERIOD protein in

circadian control (Ko Fan Chen, Stanewsky

lab QMW), the role of Wingless signalling in

wing patterning and cell competition

(Eugenia Piddini, Vincent lab NIMR) and

exploration of the molecular and biophysical

basis of mechanosensation using Drosophila

as a model system (Joerg Albert, UCL Ear

Institute). For the Christmas LFM a special

guest speaker is invited and for the 2008

Christmas meeting we had the pleasure of

hearing from Mike Bate, who spoke about

the emergence of coordinated behaviour in

the Drosophila embryo.

LFM participants also organise the highly

successful biennial international London

Fly Meetings: the next meeting will be in

September 2009, watch out for details in the

FlyBase meetings section! For more

information about the LFM contact:

Joseph Bateman

(joseph_matthew.bateman@kcl.ac.uk)

or see http://openwetware.org/wiki/

London_Fly_Meeting.

Drosophila
Group

The Pombe
Club

Jacqueline Hayles

Cancer Research UK . London Research Institute

The Pombe Club continues to thrive and to be a

point of contact for the Pombe labs in the UK and

indeed for a number of European labs. Over the last

year three meetings have been held at The Cancer

Research UK London Research Institute in Lincoln’s

Inn Fields London. We have had talks on topics

ranging from genetic variation in new isolates of

Schizosaccharomyces (William Brown, Nottingham) to

the gross chromosomal rearrangements induced by

replication fork stalling (Tony Carr, Sussex). Stefania

Castagnetti (Oxford), who spoke about genome

segregation at mitosis in the absence of a spindle and

Chii Shyang Fong (LRI) who illustrated how mitotic

entry is linked to spindle formation, gave talks

covering mitosis. Recombination regulation and loss

of heterozygosity were covered by Michelle Trickey

(Marie Cure) and Anoushka Dave (Oxford) and Janni

Petersen (Manchester) and Per Sunnahagen

(Goteburg) described how the environment affects

cell size at mitosis and activation of the DNA

checkpoint. Genome-wide approaches have been used

by Simon Whitehall (Newcastle) and Christine

Schmidt (LRI) to look at nucleosome assembly and

cohesin dynamics and finally the talks were

completed by Vitaliy Kuznetsov (LRI) who spoke

about how telomeres are maintained and Damian

Brunner (EMBL) who described how lipid rafts affect

microtubular organisation. The increasing number

of areas that are now investigated using fission yeast

is clearly demonstrated by the range of topics covered

by these talks. Following the talks we provide drinks

and nibbles and everyone has the opportunity to

further discuss the talks, chat to collaborators and

finally organize going out together for a meal before

returning to all points of the UK.
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The December zebrafish

meeting was held at

University College London

and the keynote speaker was

Professor Phil Ingham, from

the MRC Centre for

Developmental and

Biomedical Genetics in

Sheffield and the Institute of

Molecular and Cell Biology

in Singapore. Professor

Ingham and his team have

been at the forefront of

research using the zebrafish

as a model to study the

genetic control of embryonic

development in vertebrates.

His talk was focused on the

transcriptional networks

underlying the process of

muscle fibre differentiation.

Muscle fibre type

specification is known to be

regulated via the Hedgehog

signalling pathway but more

recently a role for other key

targets, including the

transcription factor Prdm1

and transcriptional repressor

Sox6, have been identified.

The presentation illustrated

how the zebrafish has

improved our understanding

of the molecular genetics of

vertebrate muscle cell

specification and will

continue to shed light on the

diversity of developing cell

lineages. The influential and

fascinating work prompted

much thought and discussion

that carried over into an

active and fruitful discussion

during the poster session.

As any zebrafish scientist will

testify proper animal

husbandry is the cornerstone

of a successful research

environment. The programme

for February’s meeting, put

together by facility managers,

Carly Nicholls (Queen Mary

University of London) and

Carole Wilson (University

College London), was dedicated

to the welfare of the species.

Aquatic Habitats are

manufacturers and suppliers of

the aquatic re-circulating

systems used in many zebrafish

facilities worldwide. Bill

Kilgore, UK representative for

Aquatic Habitats, gave a

presentation and overview of

the systems with emphasis on

checks that need to be

maintained in order to optimise

the environment and hence

minimise stress for the

animals. Dr Peter Burgess

presented work on

mycobacterial infections in

zebrafish, talking about

diagnosis, transmission and

control strategies. Dr Gregory

Paull, from Exeter University

and recipient of the Winston

Churchill Travel Foundation, is

investigating the physiological

responses of stress response in

zebrafish. He talked about the

few studies that have addressed

factors such as optimal

stocking densities and the

physical enrichment of the

environment. The meeting

concluded with discussion

around welfare, with

interesting debate about the care and

maintenance of the zebrafish as a model

organism.

Finally the April meeting was held at Queen

Mary University of London (QMUL) where two

speakers presented their zebrafish related work.

Dr Manuela Lahne is a postdoctoral researcher

investigating the role of contraction during

skeletal muscle development. Her work is

directed at determining the contribution nerve-

activated signals in the muscle fibres to

myofibril organisation during development.

Using pharmacological methods to block nerve-

activated contractile movement, she has

characterised the effect on skeletal muscle fibres.

Dr Kara Cerveny is a postdoctoral researcher

examining how retinal progenitors make the

transition from proliferation to differentiation.

Using markers that are expressed in different

regions of the CMZ her studies have examined

the behaviour of neural progenitor cells in the

ciliary marginal zone.

Future zebrafish meetings are scheduled for

Thursday June 4th at Kings College London and

Thursday 1st October at University College

London; please contact the organizers Rachel

Ashworth (r.ashworth@qmul.ac.uk) or Caroline

Brennan (c.h.brennan@qmul.ac.uk) for further

details.

Zebrafish Forum Report
Husbandry, hedgehog signalling and some developmental biology.

Skeletal muscle fibres in

zebrafish embryos were

stained with two different

dyes, myosin thick

filaments (green) and actin

thin filaments (blue), to

highlight the sarcomeres

that generate contraction.

The repeating pattern of

sarcomeres, the contractile

unit of the muscle, gives

the skeletal muscle a

striated appearance.

From Dr Manuela Lahne,

QMUL, April meeting.
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We are making some important changes to the way that we

administer Heredity Fieldwork Grants and Junior Scientist Travel Grants

as well as introducing a new grant scheme to specifically support

members attending training courses. These changes will take effect

from August 1st 2009.

Heredity Fieldwork Grants.

To ease the administrative burden on the Genetics Society office there will

henceforth be TWO Heredity Fieldwork grant rounds a year, in Spring and

Autumn. Awards of up to £1500 will be available with application deadlines of

March 1st and September 1st. The conditions, described at the back of each issue,

remain the same.

Junior Scientist Travel Grants.

Henceforth applications for Junior Scientist Travel Grants will be considered

FOUR times a year rather than on the current ad hoc basis. Deadlines for

applications for funding of up to £500 will be: – February 1st, May 1st, August 1st

and November 1st. All other conditions remain unchanged.

Genetics Society Training Grants.

The Society recognizes that the fast paced changes in technology characterising

modern genetics research sometimes require training or the acquisition of new

skills. To help members of the Genetics Society to meet the costs of attending

training courses we are introducing a new grant scheme. The ‘Genetics Society

Training Grant’ is specifically to help pay for members to go on short training

courses. Eligible expenses include travel, accommodation and tuition fees. Grants

of up to £1000may be requested. This scheme will have FOUR application rounds

per year with deadlines of February 1st, May 1st, August 1st and November 1st.

As with all Genetics Society grants, applicants must have been a member for at

least one year and not had any other grant from us in past three years. For

information on all of our grant schemes please visit the Society web site at

www.genetis.org.uk.

Genetics Society Grants

This is an annual prize of

£150 to reward a BSc, MSc

or PhD student of any UK

University or Research

Institution who has shown

outstanding performance in

the area of quantitative or

population genetics.

Nominations should be made

between July 1st and

November 1st inclusive of each

year through the local Head of

Department or School of the

nominee. Nominations should

consist of no more than one

page of A4, setting out the case

for the nomination, including

relevant comparison with

other students where possible.

Nominations should be sent to

the Head of School, School of

Biosciences, The University of

Birmingham, Birmingham, B15

2TT, clearly labelled as a

nomination for "The Sir

Kenneth Mather Memorial

Prize". Nominations will be

assessed by a panel of two

people with experience in the

area of quantitative/population

genetics, one from the

University of Birmingham and

the other nominated by the UK

Genetics Society. Decisions

will be announced in December

each year.

The Sir Kenneth

Mather Memorial

Prize
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Have you reached the age of

retirement (65), but wish

to continue with your

involvement in the Society? If

so, and you are an Ordinary

member who has discharged

any arrears that might be due

to the Society, then you are

eligible to become a Life

Member of the Society. Life

members remain eligible to

vote in the Society AGM and

continue to receive Society

notices, but will not be

required to pay further

subscriptions. Recipients of

the Mendel Medal and the

Genetics Society Medal will

also be offered Life

Membership.

Please contact Christine

Fender (Executive Officer,

Genetics Society) by email:

christine.fender@genetics.org.

uk should you require

additional information.

Life Membership
in the Genetics
Society

Ispend my time researchingthe genetics of behaviour in

wild animals, but first became

interested in biology as an

undergraduate student. I

studied theoretical biology and

evolutionary computation at

Cornell University; after

graduation I moved to Japan

and spent three years teaching

English and learning Japanese.

I eventually found my way back

to genetics as a research

assistant at the Drosophila

Genetic Resource Center, Kyoto

Institute of Technology, where

my work focused on the

genetics of morphology and

development.

Around this time, I learned of

the early history of

primatology in Japan and

decided that long-term field studies and well-

resolved pedigrees of Japanese macaques would

the perfect species to target for looking at the

evolution and genetics of behaviour. I spent two

weeks on Yakushima in the south of Japan

assisting the census of the macaque troops that

inhabited the island forests. In 2007 I entered an

MSc in Quantitative Genetics and Genome

Analysis at the University of Edinburgh to learn

the skills necessary for examining the

evolutionary genetics of wild populations. My

thesis, with Loeske Kruuk, was on the

heritability and selection of social dominance in

female red deer on the Isle of Rum. I then began

a PhD in Psychology, supervised by Alexander

Weiss, and now work on personality in humans

and non-human primates, with a particular focus

on Japanese macaques. While humans and other

primates share similar personality traits, it is

unknown why variation in personality persists. I

believe that studying the evolution of personality

in wild populations of primates will help address

this question.

Winner of the 2008 Sir Kenneth
Mather Memorial Prize
Mark Adams . University of Edinburgh

The Genetics Society Medal

is an award that recognizes

outstanding research

contributions to genetics. The

Medal recipient, who should

still be active in research at the

time the Medal is awarded, will

be elected annually by the

Committee on the basis of

nominations made by any

individual member of the

Society. Those making

nominations must be members

of the Genetics Society, but

there is no requirement for the

nominee to be a member, nor

any restriction on nationality

or residence. Neither current

members of the Committee nor

those who have retired from

office in the past four years

may be nominated for the

award. The recipient will be

invited to deliver a lecture at a

Genetics Society meeting,

where the medal will be

awarded, in the year following

his/her election. Nominations

are now invited for the 2011 Genetics Society

Medal. To make a nomination, please confirm

that your candidate is willing to be nominated,

then forward a two-page CV of the candidate,

together with a list of his or her ten most

important publications, plus a one-page letter of

recommendation outlining why you feel their

contributions to the field have been outstanding.

These documents must be submitted

electronically to the Honorary Secretary of the

Genetics Society, Patricia Kuwabara, by Friday,

December 3, 2009 at p.kuwabara@bristol.ac.uk.

Genetics Society Medal 2011 - Nominations
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We are delighted to

announce that Dr Susan

Lindquist of the Whitehead

Institute at MIT will give the

Mendel Lecture at the Genetics

Society Autumn meeting on 12

November 2010 at the Royal

Society in London. Dr

Lindquist’s work has focused

on problems of protein folding,

including the exploration of

multiple facets of the

chaperone system. She has

pursued the mechanisms

implicated in the ability of

prions to exist in self-

perpetuating structural states

with altered functions, and

also investigated how

compromise of Hsp90 activity

can influence the phenotypic

manifestation of mutations,

including some involved in

cancers and others associated

with development of fungal

drug resistance. Current

efforts are also directed to

defining ways in which protein

misfolding leading to

neurodegeneration may be

prevented or even reversed. Dr

Lindquist is a Member of the

national Academy of Sciences

and currently a Howard

Hughes Investigator; she has

received many additional

honours and accolades. She

joins a list of illustrious

Genetics Society Mendel

Lecturers going back to 1958.

2010 Mendel Lecture
Dr Susan Lindquist . Massachusetts Institute of Technology

2010 Genetics Society Medal
Prof Lawrence Hurst . University of Bath

The GS medal is awarded

annually to recognise

outstanding research

contributions in genetics and

the Genetics Society is

delighted to announce that

the winner of the 2010 medal

is Professor Laurence Hurst

of the University of Bath.

Laurence is internationally

recognised for his numerous

seminal contributions to

evolutionary genetics and

comparative genomics. Aside

from his discovery of many of

the major determinants of the

rate of protein evolution, he

is well known for work that

over-turned the orthodoxy.

While it was commonly

assumed that gene order in

eukaryotes is random,

Laurence showed not just that

it wasn’t but also has dissected

the underlying reasons.

Similarly, it has long been

considered that synonymous

mutations in mammals must

be effectively neutral.

Laurence showed how and why

this wasn’t true. That we now

know the genetic code is no

frozen accident is in large part

a result of Laurence’s work.
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2010 Balfour
Lectureship
Dr Andrew Jackson

MRC Human Genetics Unit . Edinburgh

2011 Balfour
Lecture
call for nominations

Named after the Genetics

Society’s first President,

this award goes to a young

scientist with less than 10

years’ postdoctoral experience.

It is a pleasure to welcome Dr

Andrew Jackson as the 2010

Balfour Lecturer to follow in

the illustrious footsteps of his

22 predecessors. Andrew is an

MRC Senior Clinical Fellow in

Edinburgh at the MRC Human

Genetics Unit, within the

wider Institute of Genetics and

Molecular Medicine. He is a

clinical geneticist whose

subspecialty interest is

neurogenetics. Although he

continues to see patients in the

clinic, he is predominantly a

hands-on scientist and group

leader. His work focuses on

monogenic developmental

brain disorders: primary

microcephaly and Seckel

Syndrome (both disorders with

significant reduction in brain

size), and Aicardi Goutières

Syndrome (AGS), a progressive

congenital brain inflammatory

disease. Gene identification

and functional studies have

revealed that reduced cell

proliferation in the

microcephalies is associated

with aberrant DNA repair and

disturbed centrosomal

function. AGS usually presents

at birth with immunological

features similar to congenital

viral infection, leading to

inflammatory changes and

calcification in the brain.

Causative genes so far turn out

to be each of the three subunits

of RNase H2 and the nuclease

TREX1 that may be normally

required for appropriate

response to viral invasion.

Members of the Jackson group

are dissecting the pathogenic

mechanisms underlying these

diseases using a diversity of

approaches, including further

gene identification for these

disorders, cellular studies using

patient-derived cell lines, as

well as both Drosophila and

mouse as model organisms.

Andrew, who is also the

recipient of a Lister Prize this

year, will receive the Balfour

award when he presents the

most recent details of these

parallel projects at the Sanger

Institute during the Spring 2010

meeting on Mouse Genetics.

The Balfour Lecture, named after the

Genetics Society’s first President, is an

award to mark the contributions to genetics

of an outstanding young investigator. The

Balfour Lecturer is elected by the Society’s

Committee on the basis of nominations made

by any individual member of the Society. The

only conditions are that the recipient of the

award must normally have less than 10 years’

postdoctoral research experience at the time

of nomination, and that any nomination

must be made with the consent of the

nominee. Those making nominations must be

members of the Genetics Society, but there is

no requirement for the nominee to be a

member, nor is there any restriction on

nationality or residence. Nominations are

now being invited for the 2011 Balfour

Lecturer; the Lecture is normally delivered at

the Society’s annual spring meeting. Note

that there is no restriction on the subject

matter of the Balfour Lecture. To make a

nomination, please confirm that your

candidate is willing to be nominated, then

forward a two-page CV of the candidate,

together with a list of his or her ten most

important publications, plus a one-page letter

of recommendation outlining why you feel

their contributions to the field have been

outstanding. These documents must be

submitted electronically to the Honorary

Secretary of the Society, Patricia Kuwabara,

by Friday, December 3, 2009 at

p.kuwabara@bristol.ac.uk.

Named after the Genetics Society’s first President, the Balfour

Lectureship goes to young scientists with less than 10 years’

postdoctoral experience.
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At the Society’s Annual

General Meeting held in

London at the Royal Society on

May 8th 2009 four new

Committee members were

formally elected: Anne

Donaldson (Aberdeen) in area A

(Gene structure, function and

regulation); Chris Ponting

(Oxford) in area B (Genomics);

Julian Lewis (CRUK) in area C

(Cell and developmental

genetics); and DJ Hosken

(Exeter) in area D (Applied and

quantitative genetics). We

welcome the new committee

members and hope that they will

find their time on the committee

enjoyable and rewarding.

We also wish to express our

appreciation for the leadership

and service of outgoing Society President Brian

Charlesworth, who is being succeeded by

Veronica van Heyningen. We also wish to express

our gratitude to outgoing Committee members:

Hilary Ashe (area A), Ewan Birney (area B),

Tanya Whitfield (area C) and Alison Dunn (area

D) for generously donating their time and

expertise on behalf of the Society.

Minutes of the May 2009 AGM and a list of new

Society and Committee members can be found on

the Society’s web site. We thank all of the Society

members who participated in the AGM by voting

in advance online and also in person. We also

wish to apologies to Society members who

inadvertently received repeat emails from the

Office. In an effort to prevent a recurrence of this

problem, please notify the Executive Officer

Christine Fender by email at

christine.fender@genetics.org.uk if you have

experienced any problems in receiving emails

from the Genetics Society Office.

Honorary Secretary’s Notices
Patricia Kuwabara . Honorary Secretary, University of Bristol

Energetic individuals are being

sought to serve as local

representatives of the Society.

The local representative acts as

a liaison between the

membership and the Society’s

Office and Committee by

helping to recruit new

members, publicising the

Society’s scientific meetings

and other activities, and in

providing feedback from the

membership on matters of

professional concern. The

Society normally appoints only

one local representative per

company, institution or

department, but exceptions can

be made when there are semi-

autonomous sub-divisions

containing a substantial number of members or

potential members. At this time, we are seeking

to fill vacancies and to update our database of

Local Representatives. Should you wish to

volunteer as a local representative or if existing

representatives wish to update their contact

details, please contact the Honorary Secretary,

Patricia Kuwabara by Email at

p.kuwabara@bristol.ac.uk.

Local Representatives

Committee changes and elections

There will be two committee

posts falling vacant from May

1st 2010 in the following areas:

Area E (Evolutionary,

ecological and population

genetics, to replace Mark

Beaumont) and Area F

(Corporate genetics and

biotechnology, to replace Tanita

Casci). We welcome

nominations for these posts

from members of the Society.

Nominations should be sent via

email to the Honorary

Secretary Patricia Kuwabara

(p.kuwabara@bristol.ac.uk) in

time for a deadline of January

31st 2010. Nominations must be

made with the nominee's

consent. The expected tenure

of each post is four years.

Committee Vacancies
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list of Local Representatives

Aberdeen -vacant- University of Aberdeen

Aberystwyth Dr Glyn Jenkins University of Wales gmj@aber.ac.uk

Ascot -vacant- Imperial College

Bath Dr Steve Dorus University of Bath s.dorus@bath.ac.uk

Belfast -vacant- Queen's University of Belfast

Birmingham Prof FCH Franklin University of Birmingham f.c.h.franklin@bham.ac.uk

Brighton -vacant- University of Sussex

Bristol Prof Patty Kuwabara University of Bristol (SOMs) p.kuwabara@bristol.ac.uk

Bristol Dr Colin M Lazarus University of Bristol (Biol. Sci) c.m.lazarus@bristol.ac.uk

Cambridge -vacant- University of Cambridge

Canterbury Prof Mick F Tuite University of Kent m.f.tuite@ukc.ac.uk

Cardiff Dr Timothy Bowen University of Wales (Medicine) bowent@cf.ac.uk

Cardiff -vacant- University of Cardiff

Coventry -vacant- University of Warwick

Dublin -vacant- University of Dublin

Dundee Prof Micahel JR Stark University of Dundee m.j.r.stark@dundee.ac.uk

Edinburgh -vacant- University of Edinburgh

Edinburgh Dr Veronica van Heyningen MRC Human Genetics Unit v.vanheyningen@hgu.mrc.ac.uk

Glasgow Dr Iain L Johnstone University of Glasgow i.johnstone@bio.gla.ac.uk

Glasgow Dr K O'Dell University of Glasgow k.odell@bio.gla.ac.uk

Guildford Dr Peter G Sanders University of Surrey p.sanders@surrey.ac.uk

Leeds -vacant- University of Leeds

Leicester Dr Ed Hollox University of Leicester ejh33@le.ac.uk

London Prof EMC Fisher Hospital for Neurology & Neurosurgery e.fisher@prion.ucl.ac.uk

London -vacant- Imperial College (Hammersmith)

London Dr Kevin M O'Hare Imperial College k.ohare@ic.ac.uk

London Dr Richard A Nichols Queen Mary and Westfield College r.a.nichols@qmul.ac.uk

London -vacant- The Natural History Museum

Manchester -vacant- University of Manchester

Newcastle Trevor Jackson University of Newcastle t.r.jackson@newcastle.ac.uk

Newcastle Dr Kirsten Wolff University of Newcastle (Biol Sci) kirsten.wolff@ncl.ac.uk

Norwich -vacant- University of East Anglia

Norwich -vacant- John Innes Centre

Nottingham Dr John FY Brookfield University of Nottingham (Genetics) john.brookfield@nottingham.ac.uk

Nottingham -vacant- University of Nottingham (Botany)

Oxford Dr SE Kearsey University of Oxford (Zoology) stephen.kearsey@zoo.ox.ac.uk

Oxford Prof Andrew OM Wilkie University of Oxford (John Radcliffe) awilkie@molbiol.ox.ac.uk

Plymouth Dr David J Price University of Plymouth d.j.price@plymouth.ac.uk

Reading -vacant- University of Reading

Richmond -vacant- Royal Botanic Gardens Kew

Sheffield -vacant- University of Sheffield

Southampton -vacant- University of Southampton

St Andrews Prof Mike Ritchie University of St Andrews mgr@st-andrews.ac.uk

Swansea Dr George E Johnson Swansea University g.johnson@swansea.ac.uk

York -vacant- University of York
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The Departing President
Prof Brian Charlesworth . Institute of Evolutionary Biology . University of Edinburgh

It is hard to believe thatthree years have passed

since I became President. I

am pleased to say that the

Society is in very good shape

as I step down and hand over

to Veronica Van Heyningen –

needless to say, this owes

much more to the efforts of

the other Officers and

Committee members than to

myself, and to the work of

our Executive Officer and

Administrative Assistant,

Christine Fender and Hazel

Hutchison. I am not sure

how much the members know

about the considerable

amount of work that goes on

behind the scenes to make

sure that the Society runs

smoothly. The Treasurer and

Honorary Secretary, in

particular, have to give up a

good proportion of their time

(unremunerated) to the

Society’s activities. The

Newsletter plays a pivotal

role in drawing attention to

our activities, and its past

and present Editors also

deserve a big thank you. The

President really gets off

lightly in comparison with all

these people.

I have been greatly impressed

by the collegiality and

unselfishness of the Officers

and Committee, past and

present. They have shown a

willingness to find solutions to

(sometimes difficult) problems

and to act together to make

things work well for the benefit

of the Society. I can’t imagine a

better group of people to have

dealt with.

The reward of all this effort is

that we have been able to run a

number of excellent (though

not always well-attended)

meetings, covering topics

ranging from human disease

genetics to the evolution of sex.

These reflect the incredibly

diverse areas of biology to

which genetics is relevant,

something that few biologists

recognised when I started out

over 40 years ago. In particular,

we have had outstanding value

from our various prize

lectureships. I am especially

proud of the wonderful Balfour

Lectures we have heard; it is

heartening to watch a new

generation of excellent young

geneticists coming forward,

and to see that our 100-year old

science of genetics is still

advancing by leaps and bounds.

Our strong financial position

means that we have been able

to increase our small grants to

individuals, as well as to

sponsor a variety of special

interest meetings, which I

believe greatly enhances the

genetics community in the UK.

This reflects the success of

Heredity and Genes and

Development, the two journals

associated with the Society,

and which are its main source

of income; their Editors have

been doing a great job.

Overall, the experience of

serving the Society as

President has been a rewarding

one, and I feel very honoured to

have been chosen for the post.

I am sure that the Society will

flourish even more vigorously

under Veronica’s stewardship.

I am especially proud of the wonderful Balfour Lectures we have

heard; it is heartening to watch a new generation of excellent young

geneticists coming forward, and to see that our 100-year old science

of genetics is still advancing by leaps and bounds.
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The New Genetics Society President
Veronica van Heyningen . MRC Human Genetics Unit . Edinburgh

It is with great pleasure andsome trepidation that I take

over as the new President of

the Genetics Society. Genetics

has held seductive sway over

me for nearly half a century,

since the earliest fruit fly

crosses we set up at school. I

have been immersed in the

topic since then, with Genetics

Part II in Cambridge, somatic

cell genetics DPhil in Oxford,

postdoctoral work in Edinburgh

at the MRC Mammalian

Genome Unit around the time

Southern blots were developed

there and then climbing the

career ladder at my current lab,

the MRC Human Genetics Unit.

And what fantastic, astonishing

progress the subject has made

within those years!

From existing as a quiet

research backwater, genetics

has become a major tool in all

biological research. Advances

in human genetics mirror the

fantastic voyage in other areas,

from our wonderful insights

into Caenorhabditis elegans,

which I first heard about as an

undergraduate when Sidney

Brenner announced that he was

going to delve into nervous

system development by

studying this tiny 1000 cell

nematode. Little did even he

imagine (but perhaps he did?)

that three decades later we

would have the genomic

sequence of this worm, and

now there are about 50 animal

genomes accessible in Ensembl.

Gone are the days of mapping

genes – an early international

endeavour - now we are

mapping diseases and traits

onto pre-existing genomic

assemblies. These advances

have emerged accompanied by

giant steps in quantitative

genetics, and these in turn have

relied on progress in high-

throughput technologies,

supporting bioinformatics and

database sharing. Progress in

proteomics and the use of mass-

spectrometry have permitted

network building and this is

revolutionizing our view of

biology. Observations of

evolutionary conservation and

divergence have emerged from

this sea of information, and the

mechanisms of gene regulation

are yielding up their secrets. I

have to say that I am biased in

believing that human studies

provide wonderful deep

functional information about

genetic mechanisms, but have

to concede that we would not

understand most mechanisms

properly without the use of

model systems, which of course include an

growing menagerie of vertebrates and

invertebrates including classical organisms like

Drosophila, Yeast and plants have also yielded

fascinating insights, for example through the

discovery of RNA interference leading to a whole

new vista of RNA regulatory functions.

There is no sign of a slowdown in the genetics

revolution. Great strides continue to be made in

common disease genetics, third generation

sequencing technologies that will lead to the

capacity to sequence the complete genome of

thousands or millions of individuals within the

next few years. Stem cell technologies are racing

forward and the development of cell therapy for

degenerative diseases is on the horizon. Less

anthropocentric avenues focus on deciphering

complex microbiomes and ecological niches.

Advances in all these areas have encouraged

progress in bioinformatics and computation.

As a predominantly academic organisation the

Genetics Society must continue to play a key role

in conveying these new advances to young

biologists. Our major mechanism for this is to

organise and facilitate meetings with themes

broad and deep, and to ensure that as many

people as possible benefit from attending these.

In addition to the two main meetings each year,

the Society co-organises high profile conferences

with other groups (for example developmental

and cell biologists) and we also support a number

of organism-specific interest groups. There is a

generous provision of bursaries and support for

young members to attend meetings, carry out

fieldwork or get specialist training. I am most

impressed by the constant efforts of GS

committee members and office staff to ensure

that these activities are supported and fine-

tuned, as the focus of the science and the

research environment evolve. We must all work

together to promote the Genetics Society as it

moves towards its centenary.
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The Genetics Society is now

accepting applications for

the position of Postgraduate

Student Representative, a post

that is presently held by Tom

Nowakowski until May 2010.

The postgraduate

representative will be expected

to attend full Committee

meetings, which are held twice

a year, and will be responsible

for representing the concerns of

graduate student members and

other young scientists in the

early stages of their scientific

careers. Examples of other

duties that you might be asked

to perform include helping to

review funding requests and

organising postgraduate social

events.

Individuals interested in

applying for this post should

send an application that

includes: 1) CV (1 page, max), 2)

a short paragraph (<150 words)

explaining your motivation for

applying for this post, and 3) a

letter of recommendation from

your academic advisor. Please

send completed applications by

email to the Genetics Society

Executive Officer Christine

Fender

(christine.fender@genetics.org.

uk) no later than the 1st of

September 2009. The successful

applicant will be notified by

October 1st, 2009 and will be

presented with an opportunity

to shadow the current

Postgraduate Representative.

Official duties will commence

after the applicant is approved

at the May 2010 AGM. The post

has a two year tenure.

Postgraduate Representative
Tom Nowakowski . University of Edinburgh

We are pleased to announce

an important change to

Genetics Society literature by

moving to the use of an

uncoated FSC paper stock for

all printed material. Using a

paper certified by the Forest

Stewardship Council

(www.fscus.org), a non-profit

organisation that brings people

together to find solutions

promoting responsible

stewardship of the world's

forests, means that we have a

defined method of tracking our

paper supply back through the

supply chain to the exact forest

where the fibre originated.

Over the last 10 years more

than 90 million hectares in over

70 countries have been certified

to FSC standards and it has

become the industry's ethical

and environmental benchmark

for social responsibility.

In addition to this our

designers, Round & Red

Creative, have been working to

improve the branding of the

Genetics Society. They have

developed the existing

typographic logo, adding simple

shapes representing a

nucleotide base to provide the

logo. This, combined with a

modern colour palette and

contemporary page layouts, will

help form a strong identity

across the range of society

literature.

New ‘greener’ Society branding
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As I reported in the last

Genetics Society News,

following a competition

attracting 18 entries, the 2009

Young Life Scientist (YLS)

event, sponsored by Promega

UK and supported by Science

Magazine and the participating

Societies (the Biochemical

Society, the Physiological

Society, the Genetics Society,

the British Pharmacological

Society), was organised by a

group of postgraduate students

and post-docs from the

University of Bristol.

This year’s Young Life

Scientists’ Symposium entitled

Neurological Disorders: from

Molecules to Medicine

incorporated the 2009 Promega

Young Scientist of the Year

awards. The competition

attracted over 160 poster

abstract entries with the top six

finalists invited to speak at the

meeting to compete for three

awards. The presentations

were of outstanding quality

and created an opportunity for

their authors to speak about

their work at an early stage of

their scientific careers in a

friendly environment and

discuss strengths and

weaknesses of their research.

Promega UK generously

sponsored prizes for the three

top presentations judged by a

panel of representatives from

the Societies involved.

Dr. Kim Van der Heiden of the

Imperial College London was

judged the winner of the

competition and the Promega

Young Scientist of the Year

Award was presented to her by

Professor Clive Orchard from

the University of Bristol. Kim

described her fascinating

research regarding the

protective roles of the Nrf2

transcription factor at sites

susceptible to atherosclerosis.

Her presentation captivated the

audience with a simple but

memorable motto “Eat

Broccoli”, since she found that

a dietary antioxidant,

sulforaphane, found in

cruciferous vegetables, may

become a new therapeutic

strategy for preventing

atherosclerosis. The winner

received a trophy, a cash prize

of £2000 and the equivalent in

Promega products

Second place was awarded to

Ms. Kerstin Voelz of the

University of Birmingham, who

described her research on a

model of macrophage infection

by Cryptococcus pathogens. She

hopes her research will help to improve the

clinical outlooks for AIDS patients since

Cryptococcus infections correlate with the

progression of AIDS symptoms.

Third place award went to Dr. Leila Luheshi of

the University of Cambridge, whose research on

an Affibody protein that prevents the

aggregation of amyloid beta peptides, a process

believed to be central to the pathogenesis of

Alzheimer’s disease. Leila’s research has shown

how an Affibody protein can abolish the toxicity

of Amyloid beta peptides in a Drosophilamodel

of Alzheimer’s disease.

Other presentations were given by Ms. Dafni

Moschidou of Imperial College London, who

studies the isolation of embryonic-like foetal

stem cells from 1st trimester amniotic fluid and

Dr. Carlos Filipe Pereira of Imperial College

London, who studied genetic reprogramming of

human B-lymphocytes in heterokaryon fusion

experiments with mouse embryonic stem cells.

Finally, Dr. Gavin Jell of Imperial College London

gave a talk about the development and

prospective use of Hypoxia Bioactive Glass as a

novel approach in regenerative medicine.

The Symposium turned out to be a well organised

and highly successful event that attracted over

120 young scientists from around the country.

The young attendees enjoyed the variety of

research areas covered by the talks, friendly

atmosphere during the poster session as well as

the wine reception at the end of the day.

Promega Young Life Scientists’ Symposium
14th May 2009, Bristol Council House.

Tom Nowakowski . University of Edinburgh

Far left: Dr Kim Van der Heiden (Imperial College London) receiving

the 2009 Promega Young Life Scientist of the Year award from Professor

Clive Orchard (University of Bristol). Photograph courtesy of Promega UK

Left: The finalists of Promega UK Young Scientist of the Year Awards

competition. Left to right: Dr. Carlos Filipe Pereira, Ms. Kerstin Voelz, Dr.

Gavin Jell, Dr. Kim Van der Heiden, Dr. Leila Luheshi and Ms. Dafni

Moschidou. Photograph courtesy of Promega UK.
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Heredity News
Roger Butlin . University of Sheffield

In January, I took over asManaging Editor of Heredity

from Richard Nichols (QMUL)

who had been in the post since

2003. I have to admit that my

first reaction, when Brian

Charlesworth asked me to

consider taking on the job, was

to look for the ‘Just Say NO’

sign on my office wall.

Unfortunately, I have not had

time to put one up! My next

reaction was to consider what I

knew about the Journal. I was

aware that it was founded in

1947 by C D Darlington and R

A Fisher and later became an

official journal of the Genetics

Society. I also knew some

former editors, particularly

Bryan Clarke who was editor

while I was a PhD student in

Nottingham rather a long time

ago. So, the journal has a long

and distinguished pedigree.

Finally, it was clear that the

journal had been in

exceptionally good hands for

the last few years with Richard

at the helm. Its profile has

been rising under his

management and with the

transfer to Nature Publishing

Group, active marketing and

introduction of Podcasts,

among other innovations.

I went to www.nature.com

/hdy/index.html to have a look

at current and recent content.

There was lots of interesting

stuff! Heredity is a general

genetics journal, as befits its

role in the Society’s portfolio,

but it has a long-standing

emphasis on population and

evolutionary genetics,

quantitative genetics, animal

and plant breeding and

cytogenetics. It now carries

reviews and a News &

Commentary section, as well

as standard papers. Content

can be accessed free apart

from the last and current

years. The full archive back

to 1947 is available online.

This contains many ‘gems’

and we are starting a series of

Commentaries based on

influential papers from the

archive. For those who worry

about such things (and, sadly,

none of us can really afford to

ignore them), Heredity’s

Impact Factor rose sharply in

2007 to 4.065, above Journal of

Evolutionary Biology (3.92)

and Genetics (4.001). This

may partly explain a big

increase in submissions in

2008, to 433. Nevertheless,

Richard and his excellent

editorial assistant, Christine

Foreman, managed to keep

the median time to first

decision down at around 40

days.

As you can see, this was

enough to overcome my initial

reluctance. I shed some other

editorial responsibilities and

braced myself. Fortunately, I

was able to appoint Angela

Wright to the editorial

assistant position, now in

Sheffield, and together we feel

just about under control!

Manuscript submission is

continuing at last year’s high

rate. We have excellent

support from Emma

Greenwood and Katherine

Arundell at NPG. The Editorial

Board are doing a great job.

Two members have departed

after doing sterling service,

Mark Beaumont and Paul

Brakefield, and we have three

new members: Bas Zwaan,

Terry Robinson and Joachim

Hermisson.

So, keep the manuscripts

coming and spread the word

that Heredity is the one to read

and the place to publish!

New Managing Editor of Heredity
keep the manuscripts coming

and spread the word that

Heredity is the one to read

and the place to publish!



Published on behalf of �e Genetics Society

What does Heredity publish?
Heredity publishes original research articles, reviews, and news and commentaries in ecological,  
population and evolutionary genetics, including:

Who reads Heredity?
Researchers with an interest in population genetics, ecological genetics, evolutionary genetics, genomics, 
cytogenetics, applied genetics, quantitative genetics, plant and animal genetics.

Where can I get more information?
Visit the journal online at www.nature.com/hdy.

www.nature.com/hdy

evolutionary questions

Why submit your paper to Heredity?
Online submission allows you to submit your paper online 
quickly and easily, and speeds up the acceptance and review 
process

Advance Online Publication – articles published online 
weekly in advance of print

NPG enhanced Search Tool allows your paper to be  
identified with all other relevant Nature Publishing Group 
journals in all keyword searches, meaning your paper can be 
found on any online search across the NPG journal websites
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There has long been a view

that Biology in the UK

has suffered from the lack of

a single unified voice to speak

to government, the media and

stakeholders. There have,

over recent years, indeed been

two organisations

representing UK biology in a

broad sense. The Biosciences

Federation has existed as an

organisation of organisations,

with 45 affiliated societies,

including the Genetics

Society. Then there has been

the long-established Institute

of Biology, which has

individual membership as

well as member societies.

But this dual leadership in

Biology is now coming to an

end through the fusion of the

Institute of Biology and the

Biosciences Federation, to

create the new “Society of

Biology”. A vote at the

Biosciences Federation on the

1st December 2008 passed an

enabling motion which created

an Interim Council that would

bring the new organisation

into being, as I reported in the

scientists involved are now all

pulling together.”

On the 24th April, the post of

Chief Executive of the new

organisation was advertised.

The Genetics Society will have

to decide whether we will wish

to remain members of the new

fused organisation, as we have

been with the Biosciences

Federation. I hope that we

choose to do so. For more

information see

www.newbio.info, and please

let me know your views or

concerns at

john.brookfield@nottingham.a

c.uk

While the creation of the

Society of Biology progresses,

the BioSciences Federation

remain active in promoting

biological sciences and

responding to consultations; as

usual full details and reports

can be found at the federation’s

website www.bsf.ac.uk.

last newsletter. Now, at what

turned out to be the Final

Annual General Meeting of the

Biosciences Federation on the

15th April, two motions were

passed, with the Genetics

Society voting yes in each case.

As a result, the Federation

transferred its membership to

the “Society of Biology”, or

what might indeed become the

“Royal Society of Biology”,

with the Biosciences

Federation to be dissolved in

the course of this year.

On the 22nd April, 2009, a

majority of the Institute of

Biology members also voted in

favour of the move. The

change has prompted support

from government sources, such

as the Chief Scientific Advisor,

Professor John Beddington,

who has said: “I am delighted

to hear this news. The Life

Sciences have suffered in the

past through fragmentation.

The future health and wealth

of this nation will depend

increasingly on progress made

in the biological sciences, and

it is excellent that the

News From The Biosciences Federation www.bsf.ac.uk

The “Society of Biology”
John Brookfield . Vice-President (External Relations)
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Over the past two years,

genome-wide association

(GWA) studies in humans have

yielded a large number of new

genetic susceptibility loci for

common, multifactorial

diseases. As a result, we now

have a much improved

understanding of the

inherited mechanisms of

disease, and of the genetic

architecture of these

phenotypes. The new results

are robust, in that they are

supported by convincing

statistical analyses: they are

based on genome-scale

genotyping data from large

collaborative sample sets and

from meta-analyses and,

importantly, they are designed

to take into account biases in

the data, and the presence of

population structure and

admixture. But which

tangible advances has such

knowledge brought to human

health? And how might such

susceptibility loci be used in

future to understand or

predict disease? This meeting

was organised to address the

scientific and ethical

questions and concerns that

are raised by the application

of GWA results to human

health.

Sir Mark Walport (Wellcome

Trust) illustrated some of the

physiological relationships

that have been made through

GWA studies across a wide

range of human disorders.

Examples include the links

between obesity and neuronal

regulation; the centrality of

pancreatic cell function and

insulin secretion in type 2

diabetes; innate and adaptive

immune cell signalling and

immune tolerance in type 1

diabetes (T1D); and between

autophagy and gut microbe

interactions and Crohn’s

disease. The new, important

insights into genetically

determined disease pathways

in type 2 diabetes (which

implicate pancreatic beta cells

rather than resistance of

peripheral tissue to insulin)

and obesity (which involves

genes expressed in the

hypothalamus as well as loci

connected to metabolism) was

also emphasized by Inês

Barroso (Wellcome Trust

Sanger Institute). Mark acknowledged the

increased needs of the community for

bioinformatics and computing power and

expertise, to overcome the ‘data challenge’ —

that is, to make sense of logarithmically

increasing amount of genotypic and sequence

data that is being produced. These needs are

especially relevant given that full genome

sequencing might be just around the corner.

David Clayton (University of Cambridge)

explained the limitations of using the new

common disease-risk variants in disease

prediction at a population level, reflecting that

epidemiologists had realised the same

limitation in the 1960s and 1970s. He used the

latest results from T1D to illustrate the

achievements and limitations of GWA in

understanding this disorder, for which we now

have > 40 associations. Gene-by-gene

interactions do exist in T1D but they are of

very small effect and offer little gain in

prediction or in knowledge of disease

mechanism. By reassessing the overall familial

clustering of T1D, David estimates that the

heritability of this disorder should be revised

downwards substantially, from 15 to ~7.5.

Consequently, most of the familial aggregation

of this disease can be explained, leaving little

so- called “genome dark matter” (which David

estimates would correspond to ~80 loci, acting

multiplicatively). Obtaining an accurate

estimate of the heritability of T1D is essential

for assessing the efficacy of population

The Genetics Society Spring Meeting 2009

Common Disease Genetics – Applying

Knowledge To Health; What's Next?
The Royal Society, London. Friday 8th May 2009

Tanita Casci . Nature Reviews Genetics, London, UK

Peter Goodfellow . Department of Biosciences, University of Kent, Canterbury, UK

John Todd . Cambridge Institute for Medical Research, Cambridge, UK
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screening approaches. The

lack of utility of common

variants in risk prediction in

terms of screening or

treatment was also

highlighted by Nazneen

Rahman (The Institute of

Cancer Research, Sutton), who

used specific examples in

breast cancer. Statistical

analyses of family histories

and consideration of

environmental factors (such as

age and weight) will continue

to be the largest risk factors

for this disorder, as will

consideration of mutation

status in the BRCA1 and

BRCA2 genes. Additional rare

but highly penetrant

mutations such as these are

proving challenging to find.

GWA studies can contribute

by identifying genes at the

opposite end of the spectrum,

that is, common, low

penetrance causal variants.

Thirteen such loci have been

found so far, but the risk

contributed by each SNP is too

small to be useful in a clinical

setting. However, such SNPs

may be useful to optimise the

level of risk to individuals

who have already typed

positive for BRCA2 mutations.

Inês used the major common

obesity gene, FTO (fat mass

and obesity associated), as an

example to illustrate how

research is advancing on

several fronts to begin to

elucidate the functions of the

genes and their alleles newly

discovered by the GWA

approach. This gene, which is

thought to be a demethylase,

is regulated by feeding and

fasting in the hypothalamus

(although the gene is

expressed more broadly). In

mouse, the FTO knockout is

lean and small – yet although

the mice eat more, they also

expend more energy, a

combination of factors that

might account for the

relatively small effect of the

FTO risk allele on human

BMI. Knocking down FTO in

zebrafish, however, produces

phenotypes that are indicative

of cilia dysfunction. Future

studies should tell us whether

knocking down FTO affects

the expression of cilia

proteins. GWA studies into

the biological nature of

obesity are being refined by

animal studies and also by

more traditional family-based

studies in humans. The loci

associated with obesity by

GWA studies so far collectively

only explain <1% of the

variance in BMI. But even

variants of modest effect may

nevertheless be potentially

good drug targets, as is the

case for the confirmed type 2

diabetes genes KCNJ11 and

PPARG.

Kari Stefansson (deCODE

Genetics, Iceland) described

some examples of the prolific

research of his company in

identifying predisposing

alleles for cardiovascular

traits and several cancers. He

referred to these advances

with a view of using such risk

alleles to develop predictive or

diagnostic tests, such as those

on offer by his company, but,

more interestingly, he

illustrated the huge advances

in understanding disease

aetiology. For example, he

described thyroid-cancer-associated variants

that map close to the transcription factors

Forkhead Factor E1 (FOXE1) and NK2

homeobox 1 (NKX2-1) and are involved in

thyroid development: knocking out these genes

in the mouse causes defects in thyroid

development. Both risk alleles are associated

with low concentrations of TSH (thyroid

stimulating hormone), and the allele near

FOXE1 in particular is associated with high

concentration of triiodothyronine (T3) and low

concentration of thyroxin (T4) and therefore is

more strongly implicated in disease risk.

Reduced thyroid epithelial development could

be a predisposing factor for this cancer. The

discovery of common genetic variants in

disease can identify phenotypes that could be

used as biomarkers to assess disease

progression or monitor the efficacy of agents

being tested in clinical trials. Kari emphasized

the absolute interdependence of common

genetic and environmental factors and pointed

to the increasing evidence that some of the

newly discovered gene variants may modify

human behaviour by predisposing some

individuals to be exposed to environments that

increase the risk of disease (such as preference

for food (obesity) or addiction to smoking (in

lung cancer)).

Nick Wareham (MRC Epidemiology Unit,

Cambridge) reinforced this message of the

important contribution of the environment to

disease susceptibility. The main aim of this

research is to characterise the dependency of

the phenotype on the combined effects of genes

The Balfour Lecture was delivered by Matt Hurles of the

Wellcome trust Sanger Institute.
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and the environment so that we may learn how

changing the environment affects the health of

different individuals. The biggest obstacle is

obtaining reliable measurements of the

environmental exposure. Nick stressed the

need to develop objective measures of

behavioural ’phenotypes’, quantitative assays

of environmental exposures (such as the

amount of exercise taken or food eaten), and

cohorts with intensive phenotyping. He

warned that the major hazards in gene-by-

environment interaction studies are not error

rates, which can measured and factored into

the analysis, but rather the presence of biases;

he also commented on the inherent weaknesses

of literature-based meta-analyses. Nick

proposed future interventional studies to test

the efficacy of modifiable environmental

factors to lower the risk of common diseases.

One the highlights of the meeting was Matt

Hurles (Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute), who

delivered the Genetics Society Balfour Lecture.

Matt summarised the importance of genome

variation other than single nucleotide

polymorphisms — these are collectively

referred to as structural variants, and range in

size from indels to large copy-number variants.

Matt presented important unpublished data on

collaborative efforts in the large-scale

characterisation of structural variation in the

human genome, with a view to evaluating it as

a source of disease susceptibility, and as a

major route to understanding genome

dynamics, mutation and evolution.

The conference ended with a

panel–audience discussion

chaired by Peter Goodfellow.

There was a consensus that it

is necessary to regulate the

use of genetic information in a

clinical context where there

was the possibility of harm, as

in any other area of public

life. It was also agreed that

gene–phenotype and

gene–environment studies

should be promoted, taking on

board all the lessons learnt

and approaches developed

over the last few years that

have led to such dramatic

advances in human genetics.

The fact that gene risk factors

are really no different than

any other risk factor was re-

emphasized. There was a

recommendation to devise

better ways of feeding back —

to participants, to the medical

profession, to industry and to

the general public — summary

information and knowledge

derived from large, public

longitudinal studies such as

the UK BioBank and EPIC,

and to help to educate and

engage the general population

about the benefits of such

programs. There was urgent

enthusiasm in harnessing next

generation or high throughput

sequencing for the medical

resequencing of individual

whole genomes — applied to

rare, monogenic diseases and

to exceptional cases with

common diseases — and to a

full characterisation of the

transcriptional activity of the

human genome in specific

cells and tissues. Finally,

expression of the frustration

that the NHS needs to succeed

in linking basic medical

information electronically to

research and clinical studies

that have ethical approval and

informed consent to access

this information.

The overall take-home

message, therefore, was that

there are a lot more genetic

loci and genomic structural

features to identify and to

understand in this exciting era

of GWA studies. ’Phenotyping’

is already becoming a major

activity, by using the latest

genotype data to design and

guide these studies, and

exploiting the latest

technologies in a context of

careful and conservative

statistically-based

experimental designs.

The outgoing President, Brian Charlesworth, congratulates

Matt Hurles on his 2009 Balfour Lecture.

The meeting ended with a panel discussion, chaired by Peter Goodfellow, which

explored various issues relating to personal genomic information.
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Seven years have passed

since 10 newly appointed

principal investigators working

on Archaea met at Bath

University to share ideas and

start collaborations. The

facilities were low-key and the

catering was rudimentary, but

the science was productive. It

was decided to organise an

annual UK-wide meeting on

“Microbiology, Genetics and

Molecular Biology of Archaea”,

and in subsequent years it has

been held in Nottingham, St

Andrews, Cambridge,

Newcastle and York. The

reputation of the UK Archaic

meeting has grown to such a

point that this year over half of

the speakers originated from

outside the UK. The 8th

meeting was held in the dark

days of January 2009 at the

newly created Jubilee Campus

of Nottingham University.

Bicycle enthusiasts should

know that Jubilee Campus was

built on the site of the old

Raleigh Factory, but today it is

home to the UK’s tallest

freestanding artwork, some

futuristic architecture, and a

lake with resident geese. The

conference attracted a total of

72 attendees from UK and

continental European

laboratories. A programme of

talks was drawn up that would

highlight the research

contributions of PhD and

younger postdoctoral

investigators in Archaeal

molecular biology.

The meeting kicked off with a

plenary lecture by Karl-Peter

Hopfner (University of Munich)

on the atomic structure of a

protein called DisA, and its

potential role in signalling DNA

damage and recruiting the

machinery of homologous

recombination. Two short talks

by Mery Piña (Institut Pasteur,

Paris) and Tamara Basta (Ecole

Polytechnique, Palaiseau,

France) highlighted the

peculiarities of archaeal

viruses and their DNA

replication mechanisms.

Reinhard Rachel (University of

Regensburg, Germany) showed

fascinating movies to illustrate

the 3D structure of Ignicoccus

hospitalis and Nanoarchaeum

equitans, while Peter McGlynn

(University of Aberdeen)

reported on the role of

accessory replicative helicases

in the honorary archaeon

Escherichia coli. A poster

session was held on Thursday

evening. Topics covered

included genetic and

biochemical analyses of DNA

repair, replication and

transcription in archaeal

halophiles and

hyperthermophiles, in

particular Haloferax volcanii

and Sulfolobus acidocaldarius.

The conference meal was held

at the Canalhouse in central

Nottingham, a former canal

boat factory and museum that

now serves as a well-stocked

pub with an upstairs

restaurant. This was a sociable

event and it was good to see the

vast majority of conferees were

present.

Friday morning saw a number

of talks on DNA and RNA

polymerases. Alessandro Costa

(University of Oxford)

described how the archaeal pre-

replicative complex is

assembled. A comprehensive

overview of archaea

transcription was provided by

Finn Werner (University

College, London), while

Sebastian Grünberg (University
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8th UK Meeting on Microbiology, Genetics
and Molecular Biology of Archaea
8 – 9th January 2009

Dr Thorsten Allers & Dr Edward Bolt . Institute of Genetics, University of Nottingham, Queen’s Medical Centre, Nottingham

Aspire, the spectacular

artwork at the

Nottingham University

Jubilee Campus.

Image © felishumanus

(http://www.flickr.com/

photos/felishumanus)

Creative Commons 2

Share Alike.
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of Regensburg, Germany) gave

an excellent short talk on the

role of RNA polymerase

subunit H in transcription

initiation. For his efforts,

Sebastian was awarded the

SGM Microbiology

Communication Prize. Graeme

Nicol (University of Aberdeen)

had the unenviable task of

educating an audience of

molecular biologists on the

importance of ammonia-

oxidising archaea in soil. Anita

Marchfelder (University of Ulm,

Germany) and Julia Straub

(Goethe University, Frankfurt)

gave two talks on the role of

small RNAs in Haloferax

volcanii. The meeting

concluded with an update on

the SulfoSYS systems biology

project of Sulfolobus

solfataricus, given by Melanie

Zaparty (University of

Duisburg-Essen, Germany). As

in previous years, the

conference continued to

provoke scientific debate and

stimulate new collaborations.

We are very grateful to the

Genetics Society for their

considerable support as well as

for sponsorship provided by

Apogee Flow Systems and New

England Biolabs, and for the

award of the Microbiology

Communication Prize we thank

the Society for General

Microbiology. It was decided

unanimously to hold the next

UK Archaea meeting at the

University of Birmingham in

January 2010, when it will be

hosted by Peter Lund. This

new venue will provide a

further opportunity to sample

the canals and futuristic

architecture of the English

Midlands.

The British Yeast Group

Meeting 2009 (BYG2009)

took place between 17th and

19th March 2009 at the Barcelo

Cardiff Angel Hotel and was

organised by Dr. Nicholas Kent

and hosted by the Cardiff

University School of

Biosciences. BYG is a Genetics

Society Meeting that has run

annually for 32 years, drawing

researchers from the UK,

Ireland and the wider EU who

use yeast species to study

genetics, molecular biology, cell

biology and biochemistry. This

year, 105 delegates from 38

different institutes attended.

Full programme details are

available at

www.byg2009.cf.ac.uk.

The past few years have seen a

surge of discoveries in basic

molecular biology, genome

dynamics and evolution, which

have utilised both, yeast

genetics and high-throughput

analysis. This year’s choice of

invited speakers and the

distribution of offered

presentations reflected this

trend. The meeting began with

a session, sponsored by the

Genetics Society, exploring

recent work co-ordinated by

Ray Waters and Simon Reed

(Cardiff University) utilising

microarray technologies to probe mechanisms of

genome-wide DNA repair. New insights into the

generation and processing of DNA breaks during

DNA replication and recombination were

explored in a session led by Matthew Whitby

(University of Oxford), and the role and

maintenance of telomeres in both budding and

fission yeast systems was discussed in the

session led by Julie Cooper (CRUK, London

Research Institute). Kim Nasmyth (University of

Oxford) presented stunning images of

chromosome segregation in a session exploring

various aspects of chromosome cohesion.

Brehon Laurent (a recent arrival to the UK from

the Mount Sinai School of Medicine) led a session

describing novel work on chromatin structure in

regulating chromosome function. Jesper

Svejstrup (CRUK, Clare Hall Laboratories)

presented evidence of a novel system for

ensuring accurate ubiquitin-mediated protein

degradation in a session covering covalent

protein modification systems in response to cell

stress. Moving out of the cell nucleus, Daniela

Delneri (University of Manchester) led a session

reporting attempts to understand proteome and

metabolome function and evolution, and Carol

Munro (University of Aberdeen) described work

on the pathological yeast Candida albicans in a

session which also explored yeast systems in

drug design and bioethanol formation.

BYG has a long tradition of encouraging junior

lab members to present work orally. Of 26

Offered Talks, 6 were given by graduate students

and 9 by post-doctoral researchers. One post-

grad and two post-doc poster abstracts were

selected for oral presentations. Josefin Fernuis

(post-doc, University of Edinburgh) won a £100

Formedium prize for her talk on pericentric

chromosome cohesion, and Alicja Sochaj (post-

graduate, University of Edinburgh) won a £100

Formedium prize for her poster on spindle

checkpoint signalling.
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British Yeast Group Meeting
17th - 19th March 2009, Barceló Cardiff Angel Hotel

Nick Kent . Cardiff School of Biosciences, Cardiff University
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The Bristol RNA Club met

for its annual Spring

meeting at the University of

Bristol Medical School on

Wednesday, 27th May 2009.

The aim of the club, founded

in 2006 by Mike Ladomery and

Jeanette Woolard, is to

promote contact and

collaborations in the RNA field

in the southwest region

(www.bristolrnaclub.org). The

meeting included participants

from the University of Bristol,

U.W.E. Bristol, Bath, Cardiff,

Salisbury, Exeter and

Birmingham.

Sebastian Oltean (Bristol), who

currently co-organises the club,

opened the proceedings with a

talk on the use of alternative

splicing reporters, used to track

changing patters of alternative

splicing in tumours in vivo.

Tarnjit Khera (Bristol)

described the

posttranscriptional regulation

of TNFa through the RNA-

binding protein FXR1. Lorna

Harries and Karen Johnstone

(Exeter) spoke about

alternative splicing of HNF

transcription factors in the

context of diabetes. Louise

Docherty (Salisbury) gave a

talk on IGF2R methylation in

transient neonatal diabetes.

Aleksandra Krupa (Cardiff)

described the role of

microRNAs in renal fibrosis;

whereas Timothy Bowen (also

Cardiff) talked about the

regulation of expression of the

human hyaluronan synthase 2

antisense RNA. Derek

Hollomon (Bristol) spoke about

the role of non-coding

transcripts in the regulation of

fungal infection and

sporulation. The invited

speaker was Matthias Soller

(Birmingham). Matthias

obtained his PhD in

Switzerland, and after working

as a senior research fellow at

Brandeis he recently took up a

lectureship at Birmingham.

Matthias gave a fascinating one

hour lecture on the topic of

ELAV-regulated RNA

processing in synaptic

plasticity in Drosophila

melanogaster.

Bristol RNA Club
Michael R. Ladomery . University of West England, Bristol

The aim of the club,
founded in 2006 by
Mike Ladomery and
Jeanette Woolard, is to
promote contact and
collaborations in the
RNA field in the
southwest region

www.bristolrnaclub.org
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The Next Generation
of Geneticists
David Martindill . Westcliff High School for Boys, Essex.

Seven summers ago I slipped on

a lab coat and began an

undergraduate studentship at

the Wellcome Trust Centre for

Human Genetics at the

University of Oxford. I

remember it well, not only

because back then merely

pouring a gel was an exciting

experience, but also for the long

evenings spent relaxing in the

city’s college gardens during

one of the hottest summers on

record. The placement

reinforced my interest in

research and had a hand to play

in my decision to undertake a

Ph.D. a year later. It was

through several positive

experiences in my doctorate

years that I subsequently chose

to pursue a career in education

and most recently I became a

teacher of science at a

Grammar School in Essex.

The Wellcome Trust Centre for

Human Genetics (WTCHG) was

founded in June 1994. It is part

of Oxford University’s Division

of Medical Sciences and has

access to large patient samples.

In June 1999, after five years at

its temporary premises, the

WTCHG moved to a new

purpose-built facility, the Henry

Wellcome Building of Genomic

Medicine, located on the

Institute of Health Sciences

Campus. The Centre focuses on

three main disease areas in its

genetics research programme:

neurogenetics, the genetics of

inflammation and immunity

and the genetics of

cardiovascular disease and

metabolic syndromes. It has

proven successes in mapping

genes implicated in complex

diseases such as asthma,

diabetes and schizophrenia and

is affiliated with departments

that follow up this work with

functional studies.

The WTCHG is committed to

community engagement

projects; not least those that

encourage school and college

students’ further study of

bioscience. In addition, the

Centre liaises with several of

the city’s museums to provide

workshops and practical

demonstrations for school

study days. It also has a

significant hand to play in

Oxford University’s

participation in National

Science and Engineering Week,

as well as the Oxfordshire

Science Festival, and provides

quality resources for schools on

its website. These include ‘how

to’ guides on various molecular

biology processes that can be

carried out in a rudimentary

fashion in the kitchen, such as

DNA extraction, gel

electrophoresis and DNA

modelling. The Centre is also

involved with the Science,

Technology, Engineering and

Mathematics Ambassadors

(STEMAs) scheme, managed

nationally by STEMNET (the

government organisation that

coordinates the education of

these subjects:

www.setnet.org.uk). It has

thirty-eight such

Ambassadors that liaise with

schools to boost

understanding of genetics. I

was keen to take advantage of

a DNA Handling Workshop

offered by the Centre, the aim

of which is to provide Sixth

Form Advanced Level

students with an interest in

molecular biology a rare

opportunity to gain hands-on

experience in a research lab.

Annabel Cook, the Public

Dr Kirk Rockett

introduces students

to a PCR machine.

Ms Annabel Cook, the

Outreach Coordinator at

the WTCHG.
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Engagement and

Communications Officer at the

Centre, was instrumental in

organising the day.

Our day began with the

students undertaking the first

of a series of practical activities

– extracting their own DNA

from cheek cell swabs.

Following a simple protocol,

and under the first-rate

guidance of members of

Professor Anthony Monaco’s

group, all students were

successful in producing a mini-

prep. These were then sent for

analysis to confirm their sex as

male via PCR of the X-linked

Amelogenin gene! After lunch,

Dr Keith Morris gave the

students a lecture on the

history, principle and uses of

PCR. This introduced their

second practical activity,

namely setting up a PCR and

transforming E.coli with a

plasmid, under the direction of

Dr. Kirk Rockett. During the

activities, the D.Phil. students

and Post-Docs described their

work. Dr Alistair Pagnamenta,

a Post-Doc, described how he is

researching autism

susceptibility regions and the

group’s involvement in the

Autism Genome Project (AGP,

www.well.ox.ac.uk/monaco/auti

sm/AGP.shtml), an

international collaboration that

brings together a large number

of research institutions,

clinicians and scientists. Dr

Clotilde Lévecque explained her

work on specific language

impairment (SLI), namely the

condition that made FOXP2

famous, and the indisputable

linkage of chromosome six to

dyslexia. The researchers were

keen also to mention their

collaboration with Professor

Simon Baron-Cohen at

Cambridge University in the

pursuit to understand the

genetic basis of synaesthesia, a

disorder characterised by

altered sensory perception.

The team furthermore referred

to their research into the

genetics of handedness, which

may offer clues into the

development of brain

asymmetry, whose disruption is

thought to play a role in several

cognitive and psychiatric

disorders. The students were

made aware of the ultimate

goals of their research. “We

hope that by identifying the

genes involved in

neurodevelopmental disorders

better medications may be

developed,” concluded Mr Tom

Scerri, a D.Phil. student.

The visit lived up to our

expectations and granted our

group a valuable opportunity

to undertake laboratory work

unachievable in a school

environment. “I learnt a lot

during the day,” remembers

Sohaib Mallick, one of the

students. “It was eye-opening

to see a modern facility with

the focus on research and it has

strengthened my interest in

pursuing molecular biology at

a higher level.” Beyond the day

itself, our visit has had some

consequences back in school.

Our Science Department has

plans to borrow some of the

ideas from the day to host a

similar event for younger

pupils under the supervision of

the Sixth Formers who visited

the WTCHG. We envisage this

to follow a similar format and

aim to make use of some of the

activities designed for schools

on the WTCHG website. I also

had the opportunity to offer a

teacher’s opinion on a large-

scale public engagement

project for which the WTCHG

hopes to secure funding. A

worthwhile experience was had

by all and I was satisfied that

this event inspired a few eager

young minds to consider

higher-level study of genetics

and molecular biology in their

near futures.

Students extract DNA from their cheek cells.
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My Favourite Paper
Ed Hollox . Department of Genetics, University of Leicester

If you are at school inLeicester, your first

experience of genetics may

leave you with a bitter taste

in the mouth. As part of our

department's annual

"Dynamic DNA" days and other

outreach events run by GENIE,

Centre for Excellence in

Teaching and Learning in

Genetics, we let children and

teachers taste a small piece of

paper soaked in

phenylthiocarbamide (PTC).

Some people can taste the

bitterness of the chemical,

some people cannot; and we,

nodding sagely in our white

coats, tell them that it is an

example of genetic variation

and, if they are particularly

keen, how the non-tasting

allele is inherited as a

Mendelian recessive trait.

That's true, almost. But as

ever, it's a bit more complex

than originally thought. When

first discovered, luminaries

such as Lawrence Snyder and

Harry Harris would have been

agreeing with our simple

Mendelian explanation given to

the schools1. On further study,

it becomes clear that the mode

of inheritance was not so

obvious. Moreover, linkage

was shown to the Kell blood

group, but this was disputed2.

It wasn't until 2003, over 70

years since the first description

of the trait, that the molecular

basis was determined, and a

clearer picture emerged3.

The paper describing the work

is, as the title says, one of my

favourite papers. Dennis

Drayna and colleagues started

afresh by performing a

genome-wide linkage scan on

the large multigenerational

families collected in Utah by

the Centre d'Etude de

Polymorphisme Humain. They

measured the threshold level of

PTC tasting using a series of

solutions of PTC, doubling in

concentration each time, and

this threshold level was used

as a quantitative trait in the

linkage analysis. Following

analysis, there was very strong

linkage (LOD=8.85) of the PTC-

tasting quantitative trait locus

to chromosome 7q, near the

gene determining the Kell

blood group. Fine scale

linkage analysis defined the

critical region to a 2.6Mb

region, and linkage

disequilibrium analysis on a

selection of unrelated non-

tasters identified a core shared

haplotype spanning 26kb. In

this region was one particular

taster receptor gene of the

TAS2R family, subsequently

named PTC or, less memorably

but more logically, TAS2R38.

By examining the variation

within the TAS2R38 gene,

three amino acid altering

polymorphisms (A49P, V262A

and I296V) distinguished two

common haplotypes, called AVI

and PAV based on their allelic

state at these three

polymorphisms. The non-

taster chromosomes almost

always carried the AVI

haplotype, the taster

chromosomes mostly the PAV

haplotype. One or a

Positional Cloning of the Human Quantitative Trait Locus
Underlying Taste Sensitivity to Phenylthiocarbamide.

Un-kyung Kim et al. (2003) Science 299: p1221

phenylthiocarbamide either

tastes extremely bitter or is

virtually tasteless.
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combination of the alleles

must affect the function of the

TAS2R38 gene. Functional

work on intermediate

haplotypes shows that they

have intermediate sensitivity

to PTC, suggesting that all

three polymorphic sites

contribute to the functional

variation4.

Both taster and non-taster

haplotypes are at intermediate

frequencies in different

populations around the world.

This, and subsequently

published tests of departure

from neutrality, suggest that

balancing selection in favour of

heterozygotes may be

operating, as first suggested by

R.A. Fisher. Indeed, a similar

independent taste/non-taste

polymorphism exists in

chimpanzees, suggesting that

variation is itself important5,6.

Ignoring Fisher's prim

admonishment that it is

"useless to conjecture", some

have speculated on the

selective forces maintaining

two alleles in humans.

Correlation of tasting PTC

with the ability to taste

potentially toxic bitter

compounds has been observed,

and would provide an

explanation for the advantage

of the tasting allele. But what

is the advantage of being a

non-taster?

Why is this one of my favourite

papers? The paper a clear

comprehensive explanation

follows a logical and

meticulous approach in

explaining the molecular basis

of a human phenotypic trait.

Job done. But, like many good

papers, as a chapter closes

another chapter opens. There

can be questions that are

logical next-steps, sometimes

answered in subsequent

papers, such as what is the

evidence for natural selection

at this locus?7 The clear

taster/non-taster dicohotomous

phenotype is best explained by

recessive inheritance of the

AVI haplotype at this locus, but

a large amount of the variation

within PTC-tasters is

unexplained, possibly due to

other loci not identified in the

initial linkage analysis. So a

more daunting question would

ask: what is responsible for the

remaining 25% of PTC-tasting

variation not accounted for in

this locus? Maybe the message

from this work is the

importance of accurate

phenotyping in determining

the genetic components of a

trait, and that what might first

seem a dichotomous trait can

become a continuously

variable trait.

The variation within the PTC-

taster group will come as no

surprise to some of our

visitors. Some shrug their

shoulders after tasting PTC, a

mixture of genetics and

adolescent bravado perhaps,

but one girl, after tasting PTC,

felt nauseous and faint for the

rest of the day. Because of her,

who we can classify as an

outlier on the curve of taste

response, we now offer our

PTC-tasting visitors a liberal

supply of mints.
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It is a widely acceptedprincipal of scientific

publishing that readers should

be able to replicate or extend

work presented in a paper.

Consequently, this requires

access to the materials or raw

data that led to the publication.

Almost all journals that

biologists publish in these days

have conditions regarding the

availability of data and

materials (for example, the

policy of Nature is ".. a

condition of publication in a

Nature journal is that authors

are required to make materials,

data and associated protocols

promptly available to readers

without preconditions."). I'm

sure many readers have stories

about the difficulties they have

encountered when trying to

obtain a particular reagent

from a lab and I'm sure such

trials will continue while

science remains a competitive

area. Whether or not

competition is good for science

is a matter for another debate,

what I would like to consider

here is the issue of data

availability in published work

and what exactly should be

accessible to readers of a paper.

There is bound to be a range of

opinions on this subject and

consequently I encourage

readers of the Genetics Society

News to contribute their

opinions in further issues.

Depending upon the level of

interest and the material I

receive, I will keep the topic

open for a couple of issues to

allow responses.

The sequence data model:

Since the early 1990's it has

been a requirement of virtually

all journals that nucleic acid

sequence data reported in

manuscripts be directly

submitted to public data

repositories prior to

publication. This very

successful policy ensures that

one has immediate access to

sequences (for a brief, albeit

somewhat US centric, historical

perspective on the formation of

sequence databases see; TF

Smith (1990) Genomics 6: p701).

When this system appears to go

wrong there is generally a bit of

an outcry: some of you may

recall the protests over the

publication in Science of the

Celera Genomics sequence of

the human genome where it

was widely perceived that data

were not freely available:

see www.sciencemag.org/cgi/

content/summary/291/5507/1189

for a summary of the row and:

www.sciencemag.org/feature/

data/announcement/genomeseq

uenceplan.dtl for the view of

Science on the availability of

Celera data.

As the genomics revolution spread, the volume of

microarray and other such high-throughput data

increased, leading to the formation of public data

repositories that operate along much the same

lines as the Sequence databases (e.g. GEO at

NCBI or ArrayExpress at EMBL-EBI). The early

part of this century saw similar journal policies

for microarray data being adopted by many

journals (here is an example from Science

"....before publication, large data sets (including

microarray data, protein or DNA sequences, and

atomic coordinates or electron microscopy maps

for macromolecular structures) must be deposited

in an approved database and an accession number

provided for inclusion in the published paper").

However, such policies are not yet as widespread

and universal as requirements for DNA sequence.

As someone who generates and uses microarray

data on a regular basis I am all too aware of

leading journals that do not have, or do not

enforce, microarray data policies.

I believe it is critical that raw data from such

studies be made available in an accessible format

(this does not mean a PDF file with a list of genes

and processed expression values that some

Journals find acceptable as Supplementary Data

files). Interpretation of microarray data is very

much dependant on the primary processing,

normalisation and subsequent statistical

A Taxi Driver Writes...
The accessibility of published scientific data

Steve Russell . Editor

Various public

databases for

biological data.
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evaluation performed. While

most are prepared to accept the

files output by relatively

standard feature extraction

software, which reports the raw

intensity values of each spot on

the array, normalisation and

statistical processing is a

different matter. Entirely

different views of a dataset can

be obtained by using

alternative analytical methods

and this can only be achieved

when one has unprocessed data

to hand. Thus, just as sequence

data must be available, so

should array data and both

reviewers and journal editors

need to enforce this policy: No

accession number - No

publication, that’s my hard-line

view on this. Indeed many

funding bodies, at least here in

the UK, now require data

sharing and availability

statements in grant

applications. Rightly so in my

view, if public money is being

spent to generate research data

it should be available to the

public!

Other types of biological data

are becoming subject to similar

strictures; for example, papers

reporting macromolecular

structures or crystallographic

data, need to deposit atomic

coordinates in the appropriate

database. In the case of

emerging areas, particularly

the expanding field of

proteomics, efforts are at hand

to establish robust databases

and develop user friendly data

submission policies (e.g. see an

editorial in Nature Methods

(2008) 5: p209 for a discussion of

proteomics data) and some

journals are currently "strongly

recommending" deposition in

public repositories - generally a

prelude to a mandatory

requirement.

The overall idea of databases

for such large-scale datasets is

that it provides a stable route

for holding and distributing

data but also provides a data

source for meta-analysis across

different data sets. Laudable as

this objective is, unfortunately

there is "no gain without pain”

according to the exercise adage.

In reality, this generally means

pain for the submitter since

data sets are next to useless

without associated metadata

and consequently a submitter is

required to provide a

considerable amount of sample

and experimental protocol

information when depositing

data. In the case of microarray

data, such metadata

requirements led to the

development of the Minimal

Information About a

Microarray Experiment

(MIAME) standard (which

many researchers grumbled

about, complaining it was more

like Maximal Information...).

Many use this as an excuse for

not submitting primary data to

repositories: the effort is too

great they claim. I find this

line of argument somewhat

suspect - if you don't know the

providence of your biological

material or cannot describe the

wet lab and computational

methods you use, why should

anyone trust your data? In

their defence, the public

databases have spent

considerable effort to try and

automate as much as possible

the submission process and to

be honest the procedure is now

relatively painless if one has

the relevant metadata to hand. Similar

initiatives are attempting to standardize the

collection of proteomics data (I'm sure you can

work out what MIAPE stands for). Thus there is

probably little excuse for journals not insisting

on the deposition of most 'omics datasets.

Things however become a little murkier when

one moves away from the type of high-

throughput data discussed above. Indeed this

article arose from a discussion we had at the last

Genetics Society Committee meeting. I, with my

blinkered molecular biologists view of the world,

advocated a rigorous policy for Genetics Society

journals that would insist ALL raw data be made

available upon to publication. My colleague, our

Hon Treasurer Josephine Pemberton, who has

spent many years observing red deer on Rùm and

sheep on St Kilda, pointed out that much of her

work is underpinned by analysis of the large-

scale datasets the group has generated over the

years. Should this be made accessible to

everyone - surely in much the same way as my

view of a microarray dataset can be changed by

the analytical methods employed then so can my

view of the natural history of Soay sheep.

Simply stated, should the efforts of Josephine

and her group over many years on St Kilda

(average rainfall 1400 mm, regular wind gusts in

excess of 180 km/h) be available to all and sundry

upon publication of the first analysis of the

dataset - seems a tad unfair. Similar arguments

pertain to many longitudinal or ecological

studies.

So the question arises - where do we draw the

line? Should it be a requirement for any data to

accompany publication or, at the other extreme,

should there be no need for authors to deposit

raw datasets. The Genetics Society News is

interested in hearing your views on the matter;

in particular what datasets should be available.

We are not so interested in hearing about your

difficulties in getting a published plasmid or

antibody - we all know author intransigence goes

on here and the remedy is to write to the editor of

the journal publishing the report. Send your

communications to the Newsletter Editor, Steve

Russell (s.russell@gen.cam.ac.uk) and I'll publish

a selection of views in the next issue.
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Sixth world Congress of
Veterinary Dermatology
November 19-22, 2008, Hong Kong

Shona H. Wood . University of Liverpool

The sixth world congress of

veterinary dermatology was

held in the Hong Kong

Convention and Exhibition

Centre (HKCEC), designed to

present an image of a seabird

soaring into flight over the

renowned Victoria Harbour.

However, its size and grandiose

design left me with a feeling of

foreboding as this was my first

presentation at a conference.

Over 1000 delegates attended

this congress, at the welcome

reception and opening

ceremony we were treated to a

performance of the traditional

Chinese Lion dance. This

acrobatic feat filled the crowd

with anticipation for the

coming congress.

The first plenary session

opened with a “state of the art

address” from Dr. Amagai from

the Keio University school of

Medicine. Dr. Amagai has an

interest in pemphigus (an

autoimmune disorder causing

skin blistering) in humans and

has published on HLA regions

and susceptibility genes to

pemphigus in the human

Japanese population. However

in this session the emphasis

was on the roles of

Desmosomes, Desmogleins and

Desmocollins in pemphigus

foliaceus and pemphigus

vulgaris. Dr. Amagai discussed

the usefulness of a mouse

model in pemphigus research

and discussed the future

potential of other model

organisms to dissect the

molecular mechanisms of skin

diseases effecting cell-cell

adhesion. The second half of

the plenary session was a

supporting review from Dr.

Olivry from the Centre for

Comparative Medicine and

Translational Research, North

Carolina State University. Dr.

Olivry discussed the

dermatoses affecting

desomsomes in animals, by

illustrating the existing canine

desmosomal diseases which are

suitable models or resemble

human conditions e.g. Darier’s

Disease, pemphigus vulgaris,

pemphigus foliaceus: this was a

fitting accompaniment to Dr.

Amagai presentation.

In all there were 18 plenary

sessions ranging from skin

biology, immunology and

parasitology, with the main

focus of these sessions on new

treatments and diagnostic

techniques. However there was

also a strong theme of

comparative study in human

and animal disease and a move

in veterinary research to a

more molecular-biological

approach. There were over 60

free communications,

showcasing novel techniques

and research directions in

veterinary dermatology. Dr.

Mueller, Ludwig Maximilians

University, Germany, showed an

improvement in atopic

dermatitis symptoms after

administering helminths

(Trichuris). Dr. Murayama,

Animal Dermatology centre,

Japan, demonstrated that IFN-γ

treatment for cutaneous T cell

lymphoma is a safe and

effective palliative treatment

for dogs.

The HKCEC evokes

the image of a soaring

seabird.

© Shona H Wood
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The poster session consisted of

approximately 70 posters most

of which were individual novel

case reports or drug efficacy

trials. There were also a few

posters with novel ideas; for

example the development of a

canine skin equivalent for skin

barrier research or the use of a

porcine scaffold dermis in

treatment of skin injuries in

dogs. I would like to mention

an original study which used a

family of Golden Retrievers to

evaluate the efficacy of ex vivo

gene therapy in the treatment

of dystrophic epidermolysis

bullosa (DEB). DEB is caused

by a mutation in the collagen

VII gene in both humans and

dogs. By using canine

keratinocytes infected with a

retroviral vector that expresses

an unmutated collagen VII,

genetically modified epithelia

were developed and grafted on

to the DEB dogs. Regeneration

of the epidermis was observed

in the months after the graft,

strongly suggesting that DEB

can be treated by this gene

transfer technique.

Finally my time had come; I

had both a poster and a free

communication to present and

despite my nervousness and a

problem with the microphone it

went well and I received

positive feedback. My initial

feeling of foreboding about the

HKCEC had disappeared I could

now appreciate the soaring

seabird. In the evening I was

free to enjoy the HKCEC large

glass front overlooking the

harbour and the Oriental

Extravaganza the conference

organisers had planned. The

extravaganza started with a

Traditional Chinese quartet

and Chinese craft stalls making

grasshoppers from palm leaves,

fan painting and calligraphy.

The doors then opened to the

grand hall, decorated with

dragons and food stalls from

China, Korea, Indonesia, Japan

and India. We were then

treated to an amazing display of

Chinese acrobats, Balinese

dancers, Martial arts displays

and much more; it truly was an

extravaganza!

The conference was an amazing

experience and it was an

honour to present at such a

prestigious event. I would like

to take this opportunity to

thank the Genetics Society for

the junior scientist travel grant

which allowed me to attend.

Chinese acrobats

amaze the delegates

during the oriental

extravaganza.

© Shona H Wood

Close to the end of our D.Phil

study, we attended the

second European Evolutionary

Developmental Biology (Euro

Evo-Devo) meeting in Ghent,

Belgium. We started off the

journey with great expectations

for indulging two of our

favourite pastimes - science and

chocolate. Fortunately our

expectations were exceeded for

both of them, but we will limit

our discussion to the former.

The Euro Evo-Devo conference

is held once every two years,

and this is the second meeting

since its inception in 2006. It

aims to promote evolutionary

developmental biology

worldwide through plenary

sessions, symposia, contributed

talks and poster sessions, and

attracts many important

speakers from outside Europe.

As a result, the conference is of

considerable size with four

parallel sessions running over

four days. With this, and the

motivation of the reader in

mind, we have chosen to report

on only a couple of sessions

that we would like to share here

(and apologise for those which

are not mentioned).

We reached the conference

centre slightly earlier than

most of the participants did to

attended the satellite meeting

2nd European Evolutionary Developmental Biology Meeting

29th July - 1st August 2008, Ghent, Belgium

Thomas Butts and Jerome Hui . Department of Zoology, University of Oxford,
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organised by Sue Brown

(Kansas State University, US),

Martin Klingler (Erlangen

University, Germany) and Ernst

Wimmer (Georg-August

University, Germany) on the

newly post-genomic red flour

beetle, Tribolium castaneum.

Comparison of the

developmental biology and

genomics of beetle to other

insects including the model

fruitfly Drosophila seems to be

a growing theme within this

field.

After the satellite meeting, one

of the keynote speakers Walter

Gehring (University of Basel,

Switzerland) kicked off the

official start of Euro Evo-Devo

meeting. He brilliantly

introduced the history of Hox

gene discovery and its

exploration. Hox genes are

undoubtedly one of the star

attractions within the field of

Evo-Devo, since they pattern

the anterior-posterior axis of

most animals, and mutations in

Hox genes generally cause

homeotic transformation etc.

On the next day, another

keynote speaker Kevin Peterson

(Dartmouth College, US) gave a

plenary lecture entitled

“microRNAs, molecular

paleobiology, and metazoan

macroevolution”. This talk

highlighted the potential role of

microRNAs in the evolution of

metazoans. Other plenary talks

were given by Jane Langdale

(University of Oxford, UK),

Anglea Nieto (Instituto de

Neurociencias de Alicante,

Spain), and Sabine Zachgo

(University of Osnabrück,

Germany) on evolution of

meristems and leaves, the Snail

gene family, and bilateral

symmetry in flowers

respectively. The variety of

topics covered in these talks

represents the depth and broad

aspects of organisms that this

meeting covered.

There were also nineteen

parallel symposia that were

held within this meeting, which

included: Development As a

Bridge Between Micro- and

Macroevolution; Nodes for

Change: the Molecular Systems

Underlying Developmental

Evolution; Origin and

Diversification of Seeds and

Flowers; Fossilized Ontogenies;

Evolutionary Developmental

Genomics; Theoretical

Contributions of Evo-devo to

Evolutionary Theory; Evolution

of Plant Form; Evolution of

Axis Formation and Axial

Patterning in Basal Metazoans;

Bioinformatics Tools for Evo-

Devo; Evolution of Head and

Brain (the Arthropod Head

Problem); Canalization;

Robustness and Developmental

Stability; Mesenchymal

Development and Evolution of

the Vertebrate Head; Multi-level

Modelling of Morphogenesis;

Human Evo-Devo, Saltation;

From Polyphenism to Complex

Life Cycles; Evolution and

Development of Segmentation; Adaptive

Developmental Plasticity; Stem Cells,

Regeneration and Cancer. Among these

symposia, we are going to describe the

Evolutionary Developmental Genomics session,

organized by Pedro Martinez (Universitat de

Barcelona, Spain) and David Ferrier (University

of St. Andrews, UK).

The first speaker was Peter Holland (University

of Oxford, UK), who gave a fantastic talk on

using homeobox genes as tool to study the

genome evolution in animals – from

cephalochordates to vertebrates like us. This

was followed by talks including Thomas Becker

(University of Sydney, Australia) showing that

non-coding elements in the genomes could

regulate the developmental gene Fgf8α in cis in

zebrafish; Ron Parchem (University of California,

Berkeley, US) used genomic approaches to

understand one of the heavily studied

developmental mechanism, segmentation in

amphipod; Antony Durston (Leiden University,

The Netherlands) described the Hox timing

mechanism in detail for anterior-posterior axis

patterning in animals; Javier Herrero (EBI-

EMBL, UK) showed some novel software that can

be used for accurate genome-wide alignment for

ancestral situation reconstruction; Jacqueline

Deschamps (Hubrecht Institute Utrecht, The

Netherlands) showed that the paraHox gene Cdx

worked coordinately with the Hox genes in

patterning the embryonic development; and Seb

Shimeld (University of Oxford, UK) cleverly

traced the evolution of the Fox gene cluster in

animals by comparing its contents in different

animal genomes. The section ended by David

Ferrier (University of St. Andrews, UK) giving a

nice talk comparing the genomic organisation of

some of the homeobox genes in animals. To sum

up, a theme using comparative genomics in a

wide range of animals aiming to understand how

developmental modes evolved in animals seems

to be emerging.

Finally, we would also like to take the chance to

thank the Genetics Society awarding us the

travel grants - to attend the last, but probably

also the most important conference during our

D.Phil. study.

Ghent, the location of the 2008 European

EvoDevo meeting. Image © Zelidar, GNU Free

Documentation License 1.2.
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After a rather tiring low-

carbon journey involving 3

trains and 2 ferries, I arrived at

the beautiful walled port city of

Saint Malo, situated on the

north Brittany coastline. The

conference organisers were

very welcoming, with an

evening of cocktails and superb

French cuisine on the Sunday

night. This provided the

opportunity to meet the diverse

mixture of delegates attending

the meeting, from molecular

biologists and epigenetic

researchers to cytogenetists

and crop breeders.

The wide range of delegates

reflected the variety of sessions

over the next three days.

Whilst my own research is

focused on hybrid fertility and

QTL mapping, it was

fascinating to get an insight

into some of the very active

areas of polyploidy research,

particularly epigenetics.

Robert Martienssen talk

entitled “Heterochromatin,

small RNA and post

fertilization dysgenesis in

allopolyploid hybrids of

Arabidopsis” compared natural

allopolyploids to those

synthesized in the greenhouse,

to look at the epigenetic

changes that underlie the

observed phenotypic variability.

This was one of the many talks

highlighting the significance of

transposable elements in

regulating gene expression. It

was particularly interesting the

way that his research framed

biological questions in a

historic context, explaining

how our understanding of

heterochromatin and gene

silencing has changed through

the 20th and 21st century.

Many speakers, including Pam

Soltis from the University of

Florida, explained how next

generation sequencing

technology has changed

polyploidy research in recent

years. Her talk on Tragopogon

(Asteraceae) explained how

differential gene expression

could be analysed using over

45,000 Single Nucleotide

Polymorphisms (SNPs)

markers. This was one of a

number of talks which

addressed some of the big

questions in evolutionary

biology in a non-model system,

although Arabidopsis and

wheat talks were also

represented. Molecular

cytogenetics, particularly

fluorescent in situ hybridisation

(FISH) and genomic in situ

hybridisation (GISH) also

played a prominent role in

many talks and posters. These

methods make it possible to

visualise chromosome

rearrangements in hybrids

(GISH) and the position of

specific genes (FISH), as well as

revealing the relationship

International Conference on Polyploidy,
Hybridization and Biodiversity
17th-20th May 2009 Palais du Grand Large, Saint Malo, France

Alex Twyford . University of Edinburgh and Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh

A sunset in Brittany.

Image

© Alex Twyford.

It was particularly interesting the way that

his research framed biological questions in

a historic context, explaining how our

understanding of heterochromatin and

gene silencing has changed through the

20th and 21st century.
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between polyploids and their

putative parents.

The meeting highlighted the

dynamic nature of polyploids,

from the genetic and epigenetic

level to the species and

ecosystem level. The union of

two divergent genomes in

polyploids can have fascinating

effects, as highlighted by

Jonathan Wendel (Iowa State

University) talk on Gossypium.

He described the global

transcriptional changes

observed in allopolyploids, and

the possibilities for unequal

contribution of two genomes in

the transcriptome. At the

ecosystem level, Malika

Anouche (University of Rennes)

described how polyploidy in the

genus Spartina has resulted in

the formation of many

successful species that are now

considered invasive and

detrimental to the local flora.

The overall feeling of the

meeting was friendly, and the

conference banquet on the

Tuesday included great food

and dancing to a traditional

Breton band. It was a truly

international meeting, with

delegates from around the

world. I was pleased to meet

individuals working on related

research topics, and hopefully

some active collaborations have

been formed. The poster I

presented was well received and

useful suggestions were made

for future directions of my PhD.

I would like to thank the

Genetics Society for providing

funding towards attending the

meeting, and I look forward to

attending the next one in two

years time.

Scientific research is a frantic

world: from lab-robotic-

routine at the bench, reading

and writing, where results seem

to come at snail’s past, to

scientific meetings, where there

is barely any time to catch up

with all the thrilling new

findings. At least that is how I

felt after the Telomeres and

DNA Damage Response

meeting. The meeting was held

in Villars-sur-Ollon, an idyllic

place located at an altitude of

1300 m in the luxuriously green

Rhone valley in Switzerland.

However, the quiet and relaxing

feeling transmitted by the

location at our arrival was

immediately overtaken by the

eclectic and busy schedule of

the meeting. Over four days,

researchers from all over the

world presented 54 talks and 80

posters.

Telomere research is

particularly diverse, covering

fields from DNA replication,

repair and recombination

mechanisms, cancer and

ageing, model organisms (yeast,

ciliates, Drosophila, plants) to

humans. So, even though this

meeting was focused on the

DNA damage response, the

talks covered quite different

fields and a lot of attention and

energy was required to follow

all the information. Telomeres

are key players in genome

maintenance as they protect

chromosome ends from

degradation and end-to-end

fusion. The ability of telomeres

to not be recognized and

processed as DNA-ends by

cellular machinery has been

thoroughly researched and we

now have a better

understanding of its underlying

mechanisms. However, cell-

cycle progression causes

telomeres to undergo dynamic

switches from a highly

protected state to a more

accessible state, especially

during replication. Recently, a

central focus in telomere

biology is to understand how

these switches occur and how

telomeric replication occurs

without compromising

telomere functions. Toru

Nakamura presented the use of

ChIP analysis and BrdU

incorporation in S. pombe to

identify which proteins are

recruited to telomeres and

when during DNA replication

recruitment occurs. In S.

cerevisiae, one of the most

important proteins required for

normal telomere maintenance,

silencing and interaction with

Telomerase is KU. However,

Telomeres and the DNA

damage response

15th - 19th September 2008

Villars-sur-Ollon, Switzerland

Clara Novo . Department of Genetics, University of Leicester
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since KU is sequence-

independent, ssDNA binding

proteins usually associated

with telomeric 3’-overhangs

(like CDC13) might prevent KU

from loading into telomeres.

Alison Betuch showed that KU

must load directly onto

telomeric ends to perform its

protective functions, indicating

that there must be a loading

order of KU and ssDNA

proteins onto newly replicated

telomeric ends. The loading

order is probably controlled by

their relative binding affinities

to blunt telomere-ends and

telomere-ends that have already

processed the 3’-overhang. In

addition, if telomeric ends are

not already bound by either

CDC13 or KU, exonuclease 1

(EXO1) can bind and form

ssDNA at uncapped telomeres,

which can then activate a

checkpoint response resulting

in cell-cycle arrest. David

Lydall proposed that RAD53-

dependent EXO1

phosphorylation is involved in a

negative feedback loop to limit

ssDNA accumulation and DNA

damage checkpoint activation.

Rodney Rothstein explained

that double strand breaks

(DSBs) are differently processed

according to the damaging

agent and that cell-cycle

regulation also affects DNA-

damage response. In G1, 911-

complex is necessary to recruit

DDC2 checkpoint protein to

damage sites, while in S-phase,

CDC28 (cyclin-dependent

kinase) is also part of the

recruitment. MEC1 kinase (and

its downstream RAD53) blocks

access of RAD52 to stalled-forks

in intra-S phase checkpoint to

prevent spurious

recombination. Michael Lisby,

using single-cell live imaging,

observed that a single short

telomere is sufficient to induce

recruitment of checkpoint and

recombination proteins. In

addition, eroded telomeres

move from their membrane

anchor sites to the nuclear pore

complex and sumoylation of

RAD52 suppresses

recombination at telomeres.

Another organism, S. pombe,

has been the model for Miguel

Godinho’s studies. He found

that no checkpoint activation

(no 53BP1 or CHK1

phosphorylation) occurs in

TAZ1-strains (orthologue of

human TRFs) even though

checkpoint proteins locate at

these telomeres and they are

capable of checkpoint

activation when induced by

DNA-damaging agents.

Usually, if 911, RPA and POT1

locate at telomeres ATR is

phosphorylated causing 53BP1

and CHK1 phosphorylation and

consequent CDK1 inhibition to

block cell-cycle progression. So,

fission yeast telomeres seem to

activate DNA damage

checkpoints by a different

pathway than the one used for

DNA repair. In humans, DSBs

activate ATM promoting

accumulation of DNA-Damage

Repair signals in the chromatin

around the break. Titia de

Lange, applying time-lapse

microscopy after TRF2

depletion, observed that

deprotected human telomeres

become more mobile and

sample larger territories in the

nucleus. This change in

chromatin dynamics is

dependent on 53BP1, suggesting

that its binding near DNA

breaks changes chromatin

dynamics to facilitate NHEJ

repair involving distant sites.

Telomeric-binding protein

TRF2 wraps DNA around itself,

in a right-handed manner and

these wraps might increase

around replication forks to

recruit enzymes required to

bypass replication-fork block.

Therefore, TRF2 might behave

as a topological sensor during

replication. Eric Gilson showed

that the nuclease activity of

APOLLO is required for

telomere protection and that

TRF2 regulates APOLLO-

mediated resolution of telomere

structures prone to break

during replication-fork

progression. Studying the

relationship between sister-

Telomere research is particularly

diverse, covering fields from DNA

replication, repair and recombination

mechanisms, cancer and ageing, model

organisms (yeast, ciliates, Drosophila,

plants) to humans.
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chromatid cohesion and

telomere stability, Susan Smith

had previously described that

only one of the human cohesion

components, SA1, bound

exclusively at telomeres,

through binding to TRF1 and

TIN shelterin subunits. At the

meeting, she presented new

evidence for a unique role for

SA1 in sister-telomere cohesion,

which might be essential for

telomere-specific processing

and repair in G2.

Following his recent discovery

of the telomeric transcripts

(TERRA), Joachim Lingner,

presented evidence that yeast

telomeres are also transcribed

in both directions by RNA

polymerase II. Yeast TERRA is

polyadenylated and stabilized

by PAP1P, regulated by 5’–3’

exonuclease RAT1P and

destabilized by TRF4. In

addition, the human protein

hnRNPA1 (RNA binding

protein) was identified to be

essential to recruit/retain

TERRA at telomeres.

Additionally, Antonin Morillon

noticed that yeast TERRA

initiating within the Y’

subtelomeric region only

appear when telomere-

misregulation starts. Both

presentations support a model

for TERRA-dependent telomere

regulation: the presence of

TERRA at telomeres might

block replication, so helicases

and RNA-decay factors might

be essential for replication-fork

progression.

Large genome screens have

become essential for dissecting

molecular mechanisms and the

telomere field proves no

exception, especially as so

many DNA mechanisms seem

to take part in telomere

maintenance and function.

Very interesting screens were

presented at the meeting that

focus on mechanisms involved

in yeast telomeric length

(Martin Kupiec) and on

telomerase function (Jerry

Shay). Jerome Dejardin

described the Purification of

Intact Chromatin (PICh) a new

method to purify intact

chromatin that uses tagged

nucleic acid probes specific to a

locus to isolate bounded factors

in vivo. In his study, PICh was

used to purify telomeric

chromatin in transformed

human cells. Some of the

proteins found to bind to

telomeres have not been

described before, like the

Orphan-receptor TRF4 and

COUP-TF2 proteins that seem

to be present only in ALT+

cells.

Another hot topic at the

meeting was telomeric-

subnuclear localization.

During S. pombemeiosis,

telomeres form a meiotic

bouquet, which requires BQT1

and BQT2 for spindle-pole body

(SPB) attachment. SAD1 (part

of the SUN, SAD-UNC-84,

anchoring domain) detaches

from the SPB and accumulates

at telomeres. Yuji Chikashige’s

new studies demonstrate that

BQT4 (an inner nuclear

membrane) is required for

telomere anchoring to the inner

nuclear membrane, ensuring

that telomeres are collected by

SAD1 (part of the SUN domain)

during the bouquet formation.

In mitosis, telomeres localize at

nuclear periphery but following

S-phase, they delocalize and are

randomly positioned within the

nucleus. Hani Ebrahim used

live-cell fluorescence

microscopy in S. cerevisiae to

show that it is DNA-replication

that causes telomere

delocalization by triggering

stable repression of the KU-

anchoring pathway. Also in S.

cerevisiae, Susan Gasser found

that telomerase is actively

involved in telomere anchoring

through its EST2 component

and the interaction with yKU

and MPS3 (SUN anchoring

domain). Proper telomere

localization within the nucleus,

which might be telomerase-

Large genome screens have become

essential for dissecting molecular

mechanisms and the telomere field

proves no exception, especially as

so many DNA mechanisms seem to

take part in telomere maintenance

and function.
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dependent, seems to be crucial

for a correct cell-cycle

progression.

Telomerase-based studies were

another recurrent area

mentioned during the meeting.

Besides its direct role in

telomere elongation, telomerase

has been found to take active

part in other telomeric

functions. The telomeric G-rich

overhang typical of Ciliates can

form G-quadruplexes in the

presence of TEBPα and TEBPβ

(POT1 homologues).

Phosphorylation of TEBPβ is

essential to unfold these

structures in S-phase and

Daniela Rhodes showed that

telomerase is recruited by

TEBPβ phosphorylation and is

actively involved in the

unfolding process. Another

interesting talk was given by

Peter Baumann who showed

that, in S. pombe, splicing

activity seems to regulate

telomerase. TER1 (an RNA

component of telomerase)

introns are processed in two

steps: the first step produces

mature TER1 and a lariat

structure then the second step

produces a dysfunctional TER1

that will affect telomerase

activity. He proposed that if

telomerase is needed only the

first step occurs but, as usually

telomerase activity is not

necessary, the TER1 transcript

is fully processed. Steven

Artandi, searching for new

proteins that interact with

telomerase, found that Pontin

and Reptin (ATPases) are

required for assembly of

telomerase but do not stably

associate with the active

enzyme. Another protein,

TCAB1, seems to be essential to

retain TERC at Cajal-bodies to

allow proper telomerase

assembly. Looking for other

telomerase functions, Lea

Harrington studied if

telomerase acts on

tumourigenesis independently

of its role at telomeres.

Preliminary data presented at

the meeting indicate that

tumourigenic potential is not

determined solely by hTERT

and that telomere length and

integrity seem to be dictating

tumourigenic potential.

Finally, some of the studies

presented at the meeting

focused on the Alternative

Lengthening of Telomeres

(ALT) pathway. Stephen Meyen

brought another pathway to the

ALT mechanism, the Fanconi

Anemia (FA). He proposed that

the FA pathway limits

telomeric recombination and/or

controls resolution of telomeric

recombinational events in ALT.

In the absence of a functional

FA pathway, unregulated

recombination causes telomere

amplification and

entanglement, which leads to

continued cell growth without

proper segregation of DNA and

resultant multiple secondary

abnormalities and mitotic

catastrophe. Roger Reddel

described a new quantitative

methodology for assessing

telomere dysfunction by TIF

detection on cyto-centrifuged

metaphases (meta-TIFs). Thus

far, his studies indicate that

telomere dysfunction in ALT+

cells commonly derives from

post-replicative errors in

telomere processing, probably

occurring at the leading strand.

ALT+ cells are usually

identified by the presence of

APBs but their exact function is

not fully understood. Reddel

also showed that, upon

activation of P53, ALT+ cells

enter senescence, which is

accompanied by an increase in

APB formation. He also found

that HP1-mediated chromatin

compaction is required for APB

formation. So, although APBs

are good ALT markers, its

association with senescence

and “closed” telomeric

chromatin, likely to repress

recombination, seem to indicate

that APBs are unlikely to be

involved in the ALT

mechanism. However, Irena

Draskovic showed that up to

five individual telomeres can

converge at APBs, in G2 ALT+

cells, forming beautiful

structures reminiscent of

meiotic-bouquets. The presence

of subtelomeric sequences

confirmed a chromosomal, not

extrachromosomal, origin of

these telomeric DNAs and the

presence of RAD51 and RPA

(replication protein A) suggests

that APBs might be the site

where multiple telomeres

converge to participate in

recombination events in ALT+

cells. Thus, the exact role of

APBs in ALT+ cells remains

enigmatic.

In conclusion, the meeting was

an extremely enriching

experience that showed how

exciting and varied telomere

research is and I would like to

thank the Genetics Society for

helping me attend this meeting.
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Genetic studies in

Arabidopsis thaliana have

uncovered the patterning and

control of a wide range of

developmental and growth

processes. However, in order to

understand how these

processes have been acted upon

throughout evolution to

produce divergent

morphologies such as different

leaf shapes, types of flower, or

growth characteristics, a

comparative approach needs to

be applied. Cardamine hirsuta

is a close relative of A.

thaliana, but exhibits a number

of morphological differences.

Furthermore, its genetics are

convenient (for example, it is

diploid, self-compatible and

produces large numbers of

seed) and it is amenable to

genetic methods such as

Agrobacterium-mediated

transformation and EMS

mutagenesis of seed, thus

potentially rendering it a

useful tool with which to

examine the genetic basis of

morphological differences

between two closely related

species. Forward and reverse

genetic methods can be utilised

to examine the developmental

networks controlling growth

and morphological patterning

in C. hirsuta, and once these

have been uncovered, they can

be compared to those in A.

thaliana, thus enabling

conclusions on evolutionary

differences to be drawn.

In this project, I look at two C.

hirsutamutations that were

induced by ethyl-methane

sulfonate (EMS) treatment of

seeds. The mutant 22-17

exhibits a semi-dwarf

phenotype and altered leaf

shape (Figure 1), rendering it of

interest in the area of the

genetics of the control and

regulation of plant growth. I

characterised this mutant

Genetic studies in Arabidopsis thaliana have
uncovered the patterning and control of a wide
range of developmental and growth processes.

Comparative plant
morphogenesis
Penny Sarchet . University of Oxford

Figure 1. Wild-type Cardamine hirsuta (A),

Homozygous 22-17 (mutant) plant (B), Wild-type

(left) and mutant (right) cauline leaves (C), Wild-

type (left) and mutant (right) rosette leaves (D).

Scale bars represent 2 cm.
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before beginning the process of

mapping the mutation’s locus,

as a first step towards

identifying the gene

responsible for this dwarf

phenotype.

I also performed initial

mapping of the 41m mutation.

Individuals possessing this

mutation exhibit a pinformed

phenotype, producing few or no

flowers (Figure 2). However,

unlike other known pin-like

mutations in C. hirsuta, there

is no affect on the number of

leaves or leaflets, meaning that

the mapping of this mutation

should locate a gene which,

interestingly, is of importance

for the initiation of flowers, but

not leaves or leaflets.

Results

22-17. 6 out of 32 22-17 progeny

were found to exhibit the

mutant phenotype. A chi-

squared test shows that 6/32 is

not significantly different at

the 5% level from the 1/4

fraction that would be expected

of an allele which is recessive,

thus indicating that the 22-17

mutation is recessive. As the

22-17 mutation results in a

dwarf phenotype, homozygous

carriers of the mutant allele

were grown alongside wild

type C. hirsuta plants and once

each plant had bolted, the

length of its stem from the

base to the first silique (fruit)

was measured. In addition to

these plants, both wild type

and homozygous 22-17 plants

which were treated with excess

giberellic acid (GA) were

grown alongside each other, in

order to investigate whether

any differences in height were

due to an inability to

synthesise this phytohormone.

A number of t-tests were

conducted on the data in order

to answer a number of

questions.

Figure 2. Wild

type (A) and

homozygous 41m

(B) apical

meristems.

Homozygous

mutants possess

a pinformed

phenotype, with

meristems

producing one

terminal flower

at most.

Wild type

inflorescence

meristems, how-

ever, produce

multiple buds in

sequence. Scale

bars represent 1

centimetre.

Test P-valueQuestion Comparison Conclusion

1 <0.0005Are homozygous

22-17 plants

significantly

smaller than wild

type?

Mean heights of

homozygous 22-17

and wild-type

plants (1-tailed

test)

Homozygous 22-17

plants are

significantly

smaller than wild

type

2 <0.0005Does treatment

with GA increase

the height of

homozygous 22-17

plants?

Mean heights of

control-treated

homozygous 22-17

plants and GA-

treated 22-17 plants

(1-tailed test)

Treatment with

GA significantly

increases the

height of

homozygous 22-17

plants

3 <0.0005Does treatment

with GA rescue

the dwarf

phenotype of

homozygous 22-17

plants?

Mean heights of

wild-type plants

and GA-treated

homozygous 22-17

plants

GA-treated

homozygous 22-17

plants are still

significantly smaller

than wild-type
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Test 1 shows that the data

collected suggest that

homozygous 22-17 plants are

significantly shorter than wild

type. Tests 2 and 3 show that,

whilst GA-treatment of

homozygous 22-17 plants did

result in a highly significant

increase in height, this

treatment was still not enough

to restore these plants to wild-

type height, indicating the

mutant phenotype is not solely

a result of an inability to

synthesise giberellic acid.

To begin to find the location of

the 22-17 mutation, the

segregation of the mutation

with 18 different C. hirsuta

markers spread across all 8 of

its chromosomes was analysed.

The markers utilised were

simple sequence length

polymorphisms (SSLPs),

cleaved amplified polymorphic

sequences (CAPS) and derived

cleaved amplified polymorphic

sequences (dCAPS). Out of

these 18, 2 markers were found

to exhibit linkage to the 22-17

locus – markers m16 and m101.

The mapping population used

consisted of 32 homozygous 22-

17 individuals. The mutation

had been induced in the Oxford

accession of C. hirsuta, and the

polymorphic Oligosperma

accession was used to create

the mapping population. It

would be expected that a

marker that was distant from

the 22-17 locus (“unlinked”)

would segregate independently

of the 22-17 mutation, thus

having a recombination

Figure 3. Gel electrophoresis showing

marker 16. Oxford (Ox) accession and

Oligosperma (Oligo) accession controls

exhibit a band of a different size. Mapping

plants that possess only the Oxford band

have undergone no recombination between

the mutation and marker 16 (for example

plant 5). Mapping plants that possess an

Oxford and an Oligo band have undergone

recombination between the mutation and

marker 16 on one of their chromosomes and

are labelled “Het” (meaning

“heterozygous”), for example plant 1.

Mapping plants that have undergone

recombination between marker 16 and the

22-17 locus on both chromosomes possess

only an Oligo band (for example, plant 4).

both wild type and homozygous 22-17 plants which
were treated with excess giberellic acid (GA) were
grown alongside each other, in order to investigate
whether any differences in height were due to an
inability to synthesise this phytohormone. A number
of t-tests were conducted on the data in order to
answer a number of questions.
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frequency of around 50% in the

mapping population, with 50%

of individuals exhibiting the

Oxford polymorphism and 50%

exhibiting the Oligosperma

polymorphism. However,

markers m16 (Figure 3) and

m101 (Figure 4) had

recombination frequencies of

33.3% and 30.6%, respectively.

Chi-squared tests show that

these recombination

frequencies are significantly

different from the expected

frequency of 50% at the 5% and

2.5% level, respectively,

suggesting that these markers

are linked to the 22-17 locus.

Both of these markers map to

the C. hirsuta linkage group,

which corresponds to the A.

thaliana chromosome 2. To

further narrow down the

position of the 22-17 mutation,

several further markers

belonging to the linkage group

that corresponds to the A.

thaliana second chromosome

were analysed in the mapping

population, and marker m475

(Figure 5) was found to exhibit

a recombination frequency of

only 25%. This recombination

frequency is significant at the

0.5% level, indicating that the

22-17 mutation is fairly strongly

linked to this marker and

resides in the C. hirsuta linkage

group D, which corresponds to

the A. thaliana chromosome 2

(Figure 6).

Figure 4. Gel electrophoresis

showing marker 101.

Figure 5. Gel electrophoresis showing mark-

er m475 in all 18 members of the F2 mapping

population.

Figure 6. Comparison of the Arabidopsis

thaliana physical map (white) of chromosomes 2

and 3 and the Cardamine hirusta linkage map

(blue) of linkage groups C, D and E. The 22-17

mutation was found to be linked to the marker 475

(red), thus placing the mutation in linkage group

D. The scale bar represents 2500 kb in Arabidopsis

and 10 centiMorgans in Cardamine.

It would be expected that a

marker that was distant from

the 22-17 locus (“unlinked”)

would segregate independently

of the 22-17 mutation, thus

having a recombination

frequency of around 50% in the

mapping population, with 50%

of individuals exhibiting the

Oxford polymorphism and 50%

exhibiting the Oligosperma

polymorphism.
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Mapping 41m. In addition, 8

markers well spread across the

genome were used to begin to

map the 41m mutation. Out of

these 8, marker m68 (Figure 7)

was found to exhibit a

recombination frequency of

28.6%. This recombination

frequency is significant at the

2.5% level, suggesting that the

mutation is linked to this

marker, thus placing it in the C.

hirsuta linkage group F, which

corresponds to the A. thaliana

chromosome 5 (Figure 8).

Next Steps. In this project, both

the 22-17 and the 41m mutants

were each found to be

significantly linked to a known

marker, thus determining the

likely C. hirsuta linkage group

in which each of these

mutations reside. The next

steps in the mapping process

would be to use the A. thaliana

genome sequence as a guide to

identify more markers in these

linkage groups, with which the

mutant loci can be mapped to a

higher resolution. Once a

genetic interval has been

defined by flanking markers for

each mutation, their loci will be

able to be fine-mapped using

larger mapping populations and

a high density of markers

residing in these regions. Fine

mapping should narrow down

the genetic interval containing

each mutant locus enough to

enable identification (with

reference to the A. thaliana

genome sequence) of candidate

genes and the eventual

determination of the genes

responsible for these mutant

phenotypes.

Acknowledgements. I am very

grateful to The Genetics

Society for funding this project,

enabling me to gain confidence

and experience in plant

developmental genetics before

going on to do a PhD.

Figure 7. Gel electrophoresis of

marker 68. The 41m mutation

was induced in the Oxford

accession and subsequently

crossed to the Greek (Gr) acces-

sion, hence plants exhibiting

only a Greek band have had a

recombination event between

the 41m locus and the locus of

m68 on both chromosomes (for

example, plant 13).

Figure 8. Comparison of the

Arabidopsis thaliana physical

map (white) of chromosomes 4

and 5 and the Cardamine hirus-

ta linkage map (blue) of linkage

groups F, G1, G2 and H. The

41m mutation was found to be

linked to the marker 68 (red),

placing it in linkage group F.

The scale bar represents 2500

kb in Arabidopsis and 10

centiMorgans in Cardamine.

both the 22-17 and the 41m

mutants were each found to be

significantly linked to a known

marker, thus determining the

likely C. hirsuta linkage group

in which each of these

mutations reside.
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Genetics Society
one-day meetings

Graduate students may apply for travel costs to attend these meetings. The cheapest

form of travel should be used if possible and student railcards used if travel is by

train. Airfares will only be refunded in exceptional circumstances. Grants for overnight

accommodation are not available. Applications for travel grants should bemade using

the registration form, before the final deadline for themeeting.

Meetings with
Genetics Society
Sponsorship

These include the annual Arabidopsis, C. elegans, S. pombe and Pop Group

meetings. Graduate Students may apply for travel grants to attend these

meetings. Applications should be sent to the Genetics Society, at least one month

before the meeting. The cheapest form of travel should be used if possible and

student railcards used if travel is by train. Airfares will only be refunded in

exceptional circumstances.

Genetics Society
Travel Grants for
Junior Scientists

PhD students and postdocs (within two years of viva) who have been members

of the Genetics Society for at least one year may apply for grants of up to

£500 to attend conferences in the area of Genetics that are not sponsored by the

Genetics Society (Please note a maximum of one grant every three years will be

awarded to any junior scientist). Applications should be submitted by email in

time for one of the quarterly deadlines (1st day of February, May, August and

November), to the Society Office (mail@genetics.org.uk) using message subject

“TGJS application“ and your surname. Applications should include a brief

outline of the value of the meeting to the applicant, an outline of any

presentation to be made at the meeting and estimated costs. Please ask your

supervisor to send a very brief email in support. Recipients of travel grants will

be asked to write a short report that may be included in the newsletter.

Heredity Fieldwork Grants
Supporting field-based genetic research and training

Purpose: To provide grants of up to £1,500 to cover the travel and accommodation costs associatedwith pursuing a field-

based genetic research project. The scheme is not intended to cover the costs of salaries for those engaged in fieldwork or

training, or to fund attendance at conferences. Thework should include a strong genetical component.

Eligibility: The scheme is open to any member of the Genetics Society who has been a member for at least one year.

The research field should be one from which results would typically be suitable for publication in the Society's journal

Heredity. Only one application from any research group will be admissible in any one year. Applications should be

made using the form available on the Genetics Society's web page. The application form requests a short summary of

the research project for which funds are sought. This should explain the role of the proposed field research in the

overall project, and indicate how the grant will be used to facilitate the field research. A detailed budget for the

fieldwork will be required, as well as an outline of other possible sources of funding. Applications from PhD students

or post-docs should be accompanied by a letter (or e-mail) of support from your supervisor or lab head.

Closing date: There are two closing dates of 1st March and 1st September each year. Awards will be announced within

two months of the closing date to allow time for fieldwork preparation. At the end of the grant a short report will be

requested from the grant holder. This should be in a format that is suitable for publication in the Genetics Society

newsletter. A maximum of one grant per individual every three years will be awarded.
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Genes and Development summer studentships
supporting field-based genetic research and training

Purpose: To provide financial support for undergraduate students interested in gaining research experience in any

area of genetics by carrying out a research project over the long vacation, usually prior to their final year.

Eligibility: Studentships will only be awarded to students who have yet to complete their first degree i.e. those who

will still be undergraduates during the long vacation when the studentship is undertaken. There are no restrictions

concerning the nationality or membership status of the student, and the student does not have to attend a UK

university. A maximum of 40 studentships will be awarded. The studentship will consist of an award of £225 per

week for up to 10 weeks to the student plus a grant of up to £750 to cover expenses incurred by the host laboratory.

Both elements of cost must be justified. The award will be made to the host institution.

Applications are invited from members of the Genetics Society who have been members on or before the deadline of

March 31st, and who run a research group within a University or Research Institute or a commercial research

facility. Applications must be for a named student and must include the student's CV together with a reference from

their tutor (or equivalent). Undergraduate students are encouraged to seek a sponsor and to develop a project

application with the sponsor.

A panel of members of the Genetics Society committee will review applications. Feedback on unsuccessful

applications will not be provided. The successful applicants will be required to submit a short report from the

students within two months of completion of the project.

Full details and on-line application form are available at the Genetics Society website

Sir Kenneth Mather Memorial Prize

This is an annual prize of £150 to reward a BSc, MSc or PhD student of any UK University or Research Institution

who has shown outstanding performance in the areas of quantitative or population genetics.

Nominations should be made between July 1st and November 1st inclusive of each year through the local Head of

Department or School of the nominee. Nominations should consist of no more than one page of A4, setting out the

case for the nomination, including relevant comparison with other students where possible. Nominations should be

sent to the Head of School, School of Biosciences, The University of Birmingham, Birmingham, B15 2TT, clearly

labelled as a nomination for "The Sir Kenneth Mather Memorial Prize".

Nominations will be assessed by a panel of two people with experience in the area of quantitative/population

genetics, one from the University of Birmingham and the other nominated by the UK Genetics Society. Decisions

will be announced in December each year.



Please return this from to: The Genetics Society, Wallace Building, Roslin BioCentre, Roslin, Midlothian, EH25 9PP

The new personal subscription rate for Genes and Development for 2009 is £128, inclusive of airmail delivery. The

subscription runs on a yearly basis from January 1st. The full subscription will be charged and back issues supplied

when applications are made after January of each year.

Name (BLOCK CAPITALS): ........................................................................................................................................................

Address: ..........................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

Tel: ........................................................................... Fax: ..........................................................................................................

Email: ............................................................................................................................................................................................

Payment

Payment can be made by cheque (payable to “Genetics Society”), credit card (add 3.6%) or direct debit. If you already

pay by direct debit you do not need to complete a new mandate. If you wish to set up a direct debit for your Genes

and Development subscription, a mandate will be sent to you on receipt of this form.

1. I enclose a cheque or Sterling Eurocheque for £128.

2. I instruct you to use my existing direct debit agreement to debit my account in January each year for my

subscription to Genes and Development.
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Signed ..............................................................................................................................................................................
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........................................................................................................................................................................................

Signed ..............................................................................................................................................................................
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AIMS
The Genetics Society was

founded in 1919 and is one of

the world’s first societies

devoted to the study of the

mechanisms of inheritance.

Famous founder members

included William Bateson, JBS

Haldane and AW Sutton.

Membership is open to anyone

with an interest in genetical

research or teaching, or in the

practical breeding of plants and

animals.

MEETINGS
The main annual event of the

Society is the Spring Meeting.

This has at least one major

symposium theme with invited

speakers, and a number of

contributed papers and/or

poster sessions.

One day mini-symposia are held

during the year in different

regions so that members from

different catchment areas and

specialist groups within the

society can be informed about

subjects of topical, local and

specialist interest. Like the

spring symposia these include

papers both from local

members and from invited

speakers. One of these meetings

always takes place in London in

November.

YOUNG GENETICISTS’

MEETINGS
Currently there are three

meetings devoted to talks and

posters by students and junior

postdocs. Promega UK is

sponsoring travel to these

meetings and prizes for the best

contributions, plus costs for the

three winners to attend the

following Spring Meeting and

national finals.

INVITED LECTURES
The Mendel Lecture, in honour

of the founder of modern

genetics, is given usually on

alternate years at a London

Meeting by an internationally

distin-guished geneticist.

To encourage younger

geneticists, the Balfour

Lectureship (Named after our

Founder President) recognises

the contribution to genetics of

an outstanding young

investigator, who must

normally have less than ten

years postdoctoral research

experience at the time of the

lecture. The winner gives the

lecture at the Spring Meeting.

INTERNATIONAL LINKS
The Society has many overseas

members and maintains links

with genetics societies in other

countries through the Inter-

national Genetics Federation,

the Federation of European

Genetics Societies and through

the International Union of

Microbiological Societies.

PUBLICATIONS
The Society publishes two

major international scientific

journals: Heredity, concerned

with cytogenetics, with ecological, evolutionary

and bio-metrical genetics and also with plant and

animal breeding; and Genes and Development,

which is jointly owned with Cold Spring Harbor

Laboratories and which is concerned with

molecular and developmental aspects of genetics.

Full and student members are entitled to reduced

subscriptions both to these journals and also to

Genetical Research, published by Cambridge

University Press, to Trends in Genetics, a

monthly journal published by Elsevier with

review articles of topical interest aimed at the

general reader, Nature Genetics, published by

Nature Publishing company (MacMillan

Magazines Limited), Current Biology journals,

BioEssays and Chromosome Research.

A newsletter is sent out twice a year to inform

members about meetings, symposia and other

items of interest.

SPECIALIST INTERESTS
Six specialist interest areas are covered by

elected Committee Members: Gene Structure,

Function and Regulation; Genomics; Cell &

Developmental Genetics; Applied and

Quantitative Genetics; Evolutionary, Ecological

and Population Genetics; Corporate Genetics and

Biotechnology. The Committee Members are

responsible for ensuring that the various local

and national meetings cover all organisms within

the broad spectrum of our members’ interests.
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founded in 1919 and is one of

the world’s first societies

devoted to the study of the

mechanisms of inheritance.



membership form
Membership includes free online subscription to Heredity

Your home address should only be given when there is no alternative Please ensure that you have included your email address

Please complete this form and return it, along with your payment to, The Genetics Society, Wallace Building, Roslin

BioCentre, Roslin, Midlothian, EH25 9PP. Complete this section carefully. The information you provide will help us to

correspond with you efficiently and ensure that your details are accurately held on our membership database.

1. IDENTIFICATION (as data controllers we adhere to the Data Protection Act 1998)

Title: Prof. Dr. Mr. Miss. Mrs. Ms.

Last Name: First Name:

Institution:

Institution Address:

Postcode: Country:

Telephone: Fax:

Email:

2. AREAS OF INTERESTS (tick as appropriate)

Gene Structure, Function and Regulation Genomics

Cell and Developmental Genetics Applied and Quantitative Genetics

Evolutionary, Ecological & Population Genetics Corporate Genetics and Biotechnology

3. STUDENT MEMBERSHIP (if this section is not applicable please go to section 5)

As a student member of the Society you are eligible to apply for a grant to defray the cost of attendance at meetings
organised by the Society. Full details regarding grants is available on registration. In addition, after one year full mem-
bership you can apply for a grant of up to £300 for overseas travel to international meetings held outwith the Society.

If you are applying for an undergraduate membership please state year of graduation:

If you are applying for a postgraduate membership please state year of starting research:

Signature of Head of Department/Supervisor

Please note: After four years’ postgraduate membership you will be required to pay the full subscription fee.

mail@genetics.org.uk



4. MEMBERSHIP FEES

Membership entitles you to reduced rate entry to meetings, discounts on journals, free Society newsletters plus free
online access to Heredity. The annual subscription charges are as follows (please tick applicable box):

Full Member: *£25.00 Postgraduate Member: *£15.00 Undergraduate Member: £5.00

* There is a reduction of £5.00 for full and postgraduate members paying by Direct Debit

5. PAYMENT

Option 1: Direct Debit (UK Bank Accounts only)

Complete this membership form and send it to the address below. On receipt you will be sent a DIRECT DEBIT
MANDATE to complete and return with instructions enclosed.

I wish to pay by direct debit (tick box if applicable) Paying by Direct Debit saves Full members and Postgraduates £5
Direct Debit Membership subscriptions are renewed on an annual basis running from 01 June – 31 May or 01 December - 30 November depending on date of application

Option 2: Cheque

I enclose a cheque for the sum of £ payable to ‘The Genetics Society’

Option 3: Card Transaction

Please note that Visa MasterCard * (handling charges apply raising membership fees by 3.6%)

Full Member: *£25.90 Postgraduate Member: *£15.54 Undergraduate Member: *£5.18

Please note that Solo Switch * (handling charges apply raising membership fees by 00.43p)

Full Member: *£25.43 Postgraduate Member: *£15.43 Undergraduate Member: *£5.43

Card No Start Date: Expiry Date: Issue No. (if applicable)

Cardholder Name: Signature of Cardholder:

6. MEMBERSHIP NOMINATION

Your application for membership of the Genetics Society will not be accepted without the signature of a FULL MEMBER nominating
you for membership. In instances were no full member is available you must submit a copy of your CV along with a short Academic
Reference. Your application will then be considered by the Committee. Alternatively, you may contact the Society by email for a list of

Society Reps in your area.

Signature of nominating FULL MEMBER
(please print name in block capitals after signature

I enclose a copy of my CV along with an Academic Reference for consideration by the Committee (Tick box if applicable)

Please return your membership application form along with any attachments to: The Genetics Society, Wallace Building,
Roslin BioCentre, Roslin, Midlothian, EH25 9PP marking your envelope MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION.

Please note that the approval of new members is ratified at the Spring Meeting as part of our AGM

OFFICE USE ONLY

Date Received Date Processed Membership No.

DD No. Nominal Code Membership Pack Sent



OFFICE USE ONLY

Date Received Date Processed

Notification of change of address form

Note that from my NEW ADDRESS will be:

Title: Prof. Dr. Mr. Miss. Mrs. Ms.

(Print or Type)

Last Name: First Name:

Institution:

Address:

Postcode: Country:

Telephone: Fax:

Email:

Previous address:

Please return this form to: The Genetics Society, Wallace Building, Roslin BioCentre, Roslin, Midlothian,

EH25 9PP marking your envelope CHANGE OF ADDRESS NOTIFICATION.



�e essential resource 
for geneticists, 
keeping readers 
informed about the 
latest genetics 
research with an 
evolutionary perspective

Published on behalf of �e Genetics Society
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Visit www.nature.com/hdy and discover more:

Heredity podcast
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